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In this thesis, we investigated the problems of prioritizing and delivering packets
in multimedia streaming. Under a lossy network, the sender has to decide which
packets are to be further protected from losses, which packets are to be sent, how to
send them, and when to send them. The priority of a packet could be either based
on its position in the coding interdependencies (syntax-based) or based on its se-
mantic content (content-based). We studied these problems under different network
scenarios, with different types of information available to the sender and found that
significant quality improvements could be obtained if a good packet allocation, pro-
tection and/or scheduling scheme is employed. Besides, content-based prioritization
could greatly improve the perceived quality compared to syntax-based prioritization.
The main cause of quality degradation in multimedia streaming is packet loss.
In Chapter 1, we present a review on common approaches that minimize the effects
of packet loss, with a focus on transmission-based methods. We observed that user
requirements and network characteristics are not as stringent as they are often de-
scribed. For example, streaming audio and video can tolerate a one-way delay up to
10s, according to ITU standards. Such observation motivates us to investigate and
compare FEC-based and retransmission-based delivery methods in better light, as
well as lay the foundation for subsequent chapters.
Chapter 2 studies the problem of streaming multimedia packets over multiple
paths. A common way is to use Multiple Description Coding (MDC) to create inde-
pendent packets with similar quality contribution, thus any packet could be sent over
any path. By using Layered Coding (LC, in which packets are implicitly prioritized
v
by grouping into different layers based on their interrelationships) instead of MDC, a
sender could cleverly decide which packets to send over which path, therefore could
provide much better quality under critical network conditions. We demonstrate this
observation by observing the quality difference between streaming LC and streaming
MDC over a two-path network. The experimental results show that with an optimal
allocation scheme, LC provides significantly better quality than MDC, in contrast
with what has been suggested in the literature.
In Chapter 3, we address the question of what to prioritize and argue that instead
of prioritizing syntax data, we should prioritize the contents that are important to
users. For example, in video surveillance, we can identify the regions of interest,
where users are more likely to pay attention to. We found that prioritizing pack-
ets based on such regions can achieve dramatic quality improvement compared to
syntax-based prioritizing. To objectively measure quality improvements, we propose
a new performance metric called Focused-PSNR (F-PSNR). Our experiments show
that content-based prioritization can provide videos with 6–11dB higher in F-PSNR
than the standard method does. Subjective measurements with users also show a sub-
stantial improvement by using our methods (MOS of 7.8–9.2) instead of the standard
one (MOS of 0.9–2.2). We then extend our content-based prioritizing scheme to con-
sider FEC protection, and also find that content-based FEC can provide noticeable
improvements compared to frame-based FEC.
Chapter 4 shifts the focus from packet prioritization and FEC protection to
scheduling of prioritized packets. While highest-priority-first scheduling seems to be
a natural way to stream prioritized packets, it only works best under severe network
vi
conditions, but with mediocrity in other scenarios. If the network condition is good
(e.g., high bandwidth, low loss rate), earliest-deadline-first scheduling often provides
significantly better quality. In most situations, good performance could be achieved
by considering both highest-priority packet and earliest-deadline packet within a set
of high-priority packets.
Surprisingly, although RTT is expected to have substantial influence on scheduling
time, considering RTT in making schedule decisions is not that beneficial. Under our
real-time streaming scenarios, we find that scheduling performance is not significantly
changed with or without RTT consideration.
vii
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QP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Quantization Parameters
R-D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rate-Distortion
RLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radio Link Control
RLP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radio Link Protocol
RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Read-Solomon
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RSVP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Resource ReSerVation Protocol
RTCP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Real Time Control Protocol
RTP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Real-time Transport Protocol
RTSP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Real-Time Streaming Protocol
RTT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Round-Trip Time
RVLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reversible Variable Length Code
SCTP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stream Control Transport Protocol
SIF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Source Input Format
SIP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Session Initiation Protocol
SNR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SSIM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Structural SIMilarity
SSNR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio
UDP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . User Datagram Protocol
UEP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Unequal Error Protection
UMTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VBR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Variable Bit Rate
VLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Variable Length Coding
VOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Video On Demand
VoIP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voice over Internet Protocol
VRC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Video Redundancy Coding




Study the science of art. Study the art of science.
Develop your senses – especially learn how to see.
Realize that everything connects to everything else.
—Leonardo Da Vinci
Digital multimedia has rapidly grown beyond personal, stand-alone entertainment
applications to multi-users, network-based communication applications. When the
first two audio and video standards MPEG-1 [125] and MPEG-2/H.262 [126, 130]
were introduced, their main applications were for stand-alone entertainment such as
Video-CD and digital TV. However in new multimedia standards such as MPEG-4
and MPEG-4 AVC/H.264, many efforts have been focused on communication and
delivery over error-prone networks such as the Internet and wireless networks [127,
129,139,236,262,275]. Video conference, distance learning, Web TV and video phone
over mobile networks are just a few examples of how multimedia, by connecting
everything to everything else, could help to connect everyone to everyone else.
For the last few years, we have witnessed an exponential growth in the amount of
multimedia data transferring over networks. At the initial stage of the Internet, most
information is in the textual format; but nowadays, multimedia types such as image,
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audio and video are becoming increasingly important [39,287,296]. Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) is widely used not only by home users (e.g., via Skype, Yahoo!
Messenger on PC, broadband cable) but also by corporates and telecommunication
carriers for international phone calls. For example, in 2003, 11 percent of international
calls (22 billion minutes) was carried using VoIP [285]. In 2005, VoIP traffic reached
19.4 percent (around 52.8 billion minutes) and just a year later, it already reached
24.2 percent (around 75.8 billion minutes) [249]. Meanwhile, various video services
are offered by an increasing number of content providers and cable companies (e.g.,
BBC, CNN, Reuters, CNET, MTV Networks, CinemaNow, Comcast, etc). Akamai,
the largest content distribution network, reports that the video streaming traffic of a
normal media site doubles every six or eight months [27].
At the same time, ones can also observe the enormous development of wireless com-
munication and portable devices (laptop, smart mobile phone, tablet PC, etc.). In
1997, it was expected that the wireless cellular networks would support IP-based mul-
timedia applications such as mobile internet access, mobile video conference, stream-
ing video/audio, distance learning [335]. At the end of 2001, this expectation partly
became true when the third-generation wireless systems (3G networks) – with high-
speed data and Internet access, multimedia data transmission and packet-switched
core network – began the service in Japan [150]. By April 2006, 3G services have
been served over 84 countries to 266 millions subscribers (among 2.16 billion mobile
customers) [284]. It is an inevitable fact that wireless and mobile communications
will be an essential part of our life.
Along with the convergence of communications, computing and entertainment, we
can expect that an increasing number of multimedia services will be streamed over
networks. Some services like IP Television (IPTV), Video On Demand (VOD) are
normally carried through dedicated cables or satellite links with small loss ratio and
high bandwidth. However, many would be delivered over the Internet and wireless
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networks with time-varying, unpredictable characteristics and often high packet loss
ratio (due to congestion, delay, fading, etc.).
In order to find out how to maintain and maximize the streaming quality in these
lossy and changing environments, numerous approaches have been proposed, e.g.,
increasing the error-resilience of data bit streams [236, 304], assuring a guaranteed
resource [17,42,101,190,329], and concealing the effects of loss at receivers [224,298,
305]. In this thesis, we focus on packet transmission, particularly to find (i) how to
optimize packet allocation over path diversity, (ii) how to prioritize packet – based
on its semantic content, syntax data, or both, and (iii) how to schedule prioritized
packets to maximize the output quality.
To have a better understanding how our works fit in the overall picture, we will
briefly describe a general multimedia streaming system in Section 1.1. This also helps
Section 1.2 to explain why bit error, network fluctuations may lead to packet loss,
and in turn how packet loss could severely affect the received quality. In Section 1.3,
some common approaches to minimize the effects of packet loss are shortly described
and discussed. Our research problems are presented in Section 1.4, together with the
thesis organization and its contributions.
1.1 Overview of a general multimedia streaming
system
Figure 1.1 presents a general multimedia streaming system. Interested readers could
refer to [8, 208,237,287] for detailed information.
At the sender side, original data (audio, video, image) are either captured directly
from sources or read from storage devices. To reduce the data rate, data are then
encoded (for raw data) or transcoded (for stored data) if necessary by corresponding





















Figure 1.1: A general multimedia streaming system (adapted from [8,208,237,287]).
or variable length. Packets of different types (audio, video) could be multiplexed to
form one or several transport streams. After that, channel-encoding or error-resilient
tools such as Forward Error Correction (FEC) could be applied to protect packets
from transmission errors or losses [73].
Packets could also be classified and assigned different priorities so that appropriate
level of protection could be allocated, or a packet scheduler could decide their send-
ing order. They are then transmitted to network using transport protocols such as
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or Real-time
Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP [226,227,251]. Note that at transport or lower
layers, FEC could also be used while Cyclic-Redundancy Check (CRC) is normally
utilized – optionally in UDP or by default in Ethernet frame, TCP, IPv4, etc. – for
error checking.
At the receiver side, packets are received by corresponding transport protocols.
Error and loss detection techniques could be applied to check whether a packet is
corrupted or lost. The corrupted/lost packet could be recovered by error and erasure
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correction methods, or be requested for retransmission. The receiver can also decide
to ignore erroneous/lost packets and jump to the next re-synchronization point. After
this channel-decoding stage, packets are demultiplexed if necessary, and unpacked to
reform the original compressed data stream(s). Error-concealment methods could be
applied before or during source decoding process to reconstruct the original data.
The dash line in Figure 1.1 indicates that feedback could be used during the
streaming process. For example, receiver’s transport layer could send feedback such
as retransmission requests, link measurement parameters, to the sender’s counterpart.
Users could send feedback on which data stream is more important to them so that
the sender’s classifier and scheduler may act accordingly. Packetizer, channel-encoder
may feedback to the source encoder to better adapt with network conditions, and in
many cases they could be built in the source coder for network adaptation. That is,
the boundaries between different stages (components) of the streaming process are
not always rigid, and in fact, they are increasingly designed to cooperate with and
blend into each other [63,157,257,295,321,326].
1.2 Packet loss
Multimedia, especially video, data in the raw format contain high redundancies and
have to be compressed before transmission. In order to achieve high compression ratio,
most encoding schemes reduce spatial similarity within a frame (e.g., DCT or DWT
for video) and temporal redundancy between consecutive frames (e.g., by DPCM,
ADPCM for audio, by motion estimation for video). The redundancy between data
symbols is then further reduced by Variable Length Coding (VLC) methods such
as Huffman and arithmetic coding [85, 111, 207]. Consequently, we have a pervasive
dependency structure within encoded bit streams. That is the reason why if a packet
is lost, its subsequent dependent packets could be useless and the quality of video
signals may be severely affected [40,199,289].
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At the bit level, a packet may be corrupted by some errornous/lost bits caused
by link impairment. Consequently, the VLC codewords containing these bits and
the following codewords (until the next synchronization marker) would be unable to
be decoded. Therefore synchronization markers are periodically inserted into the bit
streams, normally at the beginning of every packet. Video standards like H.263 and
MPEG-4 even incorporate Reversible VLC to decode the bits before the synchroniza-
tion markers in backward direction [304, 309]. Bit errors could be detected by CRC
and then corrected by FEC, but only when sufficiently strong codes are used. If the
error/loss is unrecoverable, the packet is still considered lost and retransmission could
be required.
Beside packet loss due to bit errors, packets may be dropped by senders, network
nodes or be late. Since the characteristics of network links (especially Internet and
wireless networks) are time-varied, unpredictable and often lossy, it is inevitable that
some multimedia packets will be lost during transmission. For example, if bandwidth
is suddenly decreased and no longer enough to send all data packets, some packets
will be dropped or even not be sent. Congestion at network bottle-necks also creates
buffer overflow at routers and forces the routers to drop packets. Besides, network
congestion may prevent packets from arriving before their deadline, thus make these
late packets useless for the receivers.
To receivers, all of these irrecoverably corrupted, dropped, or late packets are
useless. Henceforth in this thesis, what we mean by “a lost packet” – except when it
is stated otherwise – is a packet unavailable or useless for decoding, regardless of its
causes. Because of the harsh quality degradation created by packet loss, minimizing
its effects is an important issue in multimedia streaming.
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1.3 Approaches to minimize packet-loss effects
Packet loss may occur due to various reasons; therefore, its effects could be minimized
by using various techniques. For example, to reduce packet loss due to bit errors, we
could apply strong error correction to protect the packet, or send it over a better
link if path diversity is employed [12, 175]. To prevent a packet from being late,
senders could transmit the packet much earlier than its deadline so that if it is lost,
there would be enough time for retransmission. Senders could also monitor network
conditions and adjust their sending rates accordingly to reduce the probability of
packet drop. On the other hand, receivers could reserve and be guaranteed a sufficient
bandwidth for their streams by using Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [42] or
other bandwidth allocation mechanisms [108, 117]. Furthermore, error-concealment
could be used at receivers to minimize loss effects, for example, by replacing the lost
packet by its preceding one or using spatial interpolation. Some common approaches
to minimize the effects of packet loss for the Internet and wireless communications are
summarized in Figure 1.2 (partly adapted from [92,250], with substantial additions).
From Figure 1.1, we could roughly categorize these techniques based on their
focus areas, as follows: (i) encoding-based methods, (ii) transmission-based meth-
ods, and (iii) decoding-based methods. By “encoding-based method”, we mean
those error-resilient coding schemes that are mainly employed at the encoder [304].
Transmission-based methods are those closely involved with packet transmission such
as transport protocols, error-resilient techniques at low layers, loss prevention and
recovery methods. Decoding-based methods at receivers comprise of loss recovery
and error-concealment methods at the receiver side [224,305].
1.3.1 Encoding-based methods
An effective strategy to counter with packet loss is making encoded bit streams more
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Figure 1.2: Approaches to minimize packet-loss effects.
While some methods solely work with source encoder, others such as Layered Cod-
ing (LC), Multiple Description Coding (MDC) and 3D subband coding require joint
cooperations of source and channel encoders.
In video coding, the simplest approach is using more independent coding of each
frame, for example, using all I-frames, re-initializing the prediction loop periodically
by inserting one I-frame after certain number of frames (MPEG GOP), or partially
intra-encoding each frame. Although these methods are effective in error control, they
are expensive to apply due to their low compression ratio and substantial overhead.
A popular approach is Layered coding (LC), which is firstly proposed by Ghan-
bari [201]. It is further developed and adopted in MPEG-2/H.262, JPEG2000,
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MPEG-4, MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 standards and bears various names such as scalable/multi-
resolution/embedded/progressing coding [8,85,111,128,236]. In this approach, source
data are partitioned into a base layer and a few enhancement layers with different
priorities. The base layer contains the most important data and decoding only this
layer can provide an acceptable perception quality. The enhancement layers deliver
complementary information to combine with the base layer for offering higher-quality
output. These low-priority layers could be lost or cleverly discarded without losing
the core information. However, an error in the base layer may severely affects the
successful reconstruction of the original data. Therefore, if networks are lossy and
have no priority support, strong protection should be applied to the base layer, e.g.,
by using stronger FEC or more number of retransmissions.
There are several ways to realize layered coding, e.g., data partition, temporal
scalability, spatial scalability, SNR scalability or hybrid form. Example of SNR scal-
ability could be found in the works by Liang et al. [175] and Wang et al. [302], where
audio data could be encoded either at a coarse quantized level to form base layer
or at a finer quantized level to form enhancement layer. In the simplest form of
temporal scalability, I-frame and some P-frames in MPEG video could form the base
layer, while other B-frames become the enhancement layer [111]. Fine Granularity
Scalability (FGS), Progressive FGS tools in MPEG-4 video standards allow to create
two-layer structure by bit-plane DCT-based coding or wavelet, in which the base layer
is encoded with a bit rate Rb and the enhancement layer is fine-granularly coded to
a maximum bit rate Re [85,234,237].
While LC uses layers with different priority, Multi Description Coding (MDC)
divides source data into multiple equally-important streams [303]. Any subset of
these streams can be independently decoded into a baseline signal and provide a
reconstructed output in a certain desired fidelity. The more descriptions are received,
the better reconstruction quality is achieved. Because LC stream is sensitive to the
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position of loss in the bitstream, a certain lost packet could make its subsequent
packets useless, therefore, may severely affect the received quality. Meanwhile, MDC
quality depends only on the fraction of packets received, thus is considered to be more
suitable for noisy and unreliable channels. To assure that the probability of losing
all the descriptions is small, MDC streams are normally transmitted over multiple
paths [13,14,179,192,193,209].
To create MDC bit streams, several ways could be applied such as sub-sampling
in spatial/temporal/frequency domain [21, 159, 299, 309], using multiple-description
(MD) quantization [286, 291, 292], MD transform coding [115, 240, 300, 301] or MD-
FEC [9, 202, 203, 231, 232]. An example of temporal frame interleaving technique
called Video Redundancy Coding (VRC) based on Reference Picture Selection is
proposed by Wenger et al. [309]. While MD quantization methods assign a pair
of indexes to quantizer’s output to produce two descriptions, MD transform coding
divides coefficients into two descriptions with some redundancy between them using
a correlating transform. A more popular method is MD-FEC, in which a scalable bit
stream is divided into different parts and FEC is applied across these parts to create
multiple equal-quality descriptions. Interested readers could refer to [231] for more
information.
While most video standards are using motion-compensated hybrid with DCT
transform, 3D subband coding with wavelet transform has attracted numerous re-
searches recently [37, 57, 91, 98, 158, 253, 282, 316], and has been partly adopted in
JPEG2000 and MPEG-4 AVC/H.164 standards [262, 275]. In this approach, signals
are divided into a number of subbands spatially and temporally, then encoded using
wavelet techniques such as embedded zero tree wavelet (EZW) [258], set partition-
ing in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [245] or embedded block coding with optimized
truncation (EBCOT) [281]. While motion-compensated hybrid video codecs may
cause “drift problem”, motion-compensated spatiotemporal wavelet coding schemes
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do not employ any recursive prediction loop and may create more efficient scalable
bit streams [211]. For example, LC structure could be realized by incorporating
with Unequal Error Protection (UEP) with 3D subband encoders to provide differ-
ent protection levels to different subbands as well as bit-rate scalability in a more
natural way than traditional encoders [255]. Similarly, MDC structure can also be
obtained by appropriately interleaving 3D subbands among packets, so that every
packet can be independently decoded and has approximately equal expected visual
importance [278,279]. On the other hand, 3D subband techniques require larger mem-
ory and additional computational complexity at receivers for decomposing temporal
subbands, which are undesirable for those receivers with limited power and computing
capability.
1.3.2 Transmission-based methods
In order to achieve good performance, it is important for all approaches, especially
transmission-based methods, to understand and adapt to their working environment
as well as to user requirements. We firstly describe main characteristics, e.g., band-
width, round-trip time, packet loss ratio (or loss rate), of some common network
connections. User requirements for different application classes – specified in stan-
dards of the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T), the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) – are
also briefly presented.
Transmission-based methods to decrease the effects of packet loss could be roughly
divided into three sub-categories: (i) supporting, (ii) prevention, and (iii) recovery.
Supporting methods are network tools, protocols or architectures which, for example,
could monitor (e.g., bandwidth estimation) or guarantee (e.g., bandwidth reservation)
network conditions to support other methods. Prevention methods are normally






Type Maximum downlink data rate
Dial-up access via telephone line 56 Kbps
Typical downlink 
data rate
33 – 53 Kbps
2G cellular – CSD on GSM (1990s) 9.6 Kbps
2.5G cellular – GPRS on GSM (packet) 171 Kbps
2G cellular – cdmaOne/IS-95 (IP-based) 76.8 Kbps
3G cellular – UMTS (W-CDMA & GSM) 1920 Kbps 
4 – 80 Kbps
200 Kbps
2 Mbps 
3G cellular – FOMA (W-CDMA, 2001) 384 Kbps 
2.75G cellular – Enhanced EDGE
3G cellular – CDMA2000 1xEV-DV 3 – 4.8 Mbps 
384 Kbps
3G cellular – CDMA2000 1xEV-DO 2.4 – 3.1 Mbps 600 Kbps
ISDN 64 – 2048 Kbps
ADSL 128 Kbps – 24 Mbps 115 Kbps – 8 Mbps
Cable television 2 – 25 Mbps
2.75G cellular – EDGE ph 2 (Real-time IP) 473 Kbps 
WLAN IEEE 802.11b 11 Mbps negotiable & varied
54 Mbps 22 – 26 Mbps
High data rate WLAN 100 Mbps 
WLAN IEEE 802.11a/g
4G cellular (testing in Japan) 100 Mbps – 1 Gbps varied
144 Kbps 2.75G cellular – CDMA2000 1x (UMTS) 
2.75G cellular – EDGE (Enhanced GPRS) 384 Kbps 160 – 238.6 Kbps
3.5G cellular – HSDPA on UTMS (2006) 14.4 Mbps 
Figure 1.3: Typical data rate of different types of link (combined from [83, 110, 238,
276]).
the probability of loss (path diversity) or by minimizing the damages (FEC, packet
scheduler). Meanwhile, recovery methods often reside at the receivers to recover lost
packets, e.g., by requesting for retransmissions.
1.3.2.1 Network characteristics and user requirements
It is well known that characteristics of best-efforts networks like the Internet and
wireless networks are time-varied and unpredictable. For the Internet, there are no
guarantees on bandwidth, transmission delay, delay jitter and loss ratio. For wireless
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networks, the variations in bandwidth, delay and bit-error rate are even higher [330].
It is because for wired networks like the Internet, the main reasons for packet loss
are network congestion and delay; however for wireless networks, bit corruption due
to multi-path fading, interference, and attenuation are also important factors [4].
Typical data rate of some wired and wireless connections are shown in Fig-
ure 1.3 [83,110,238,276]. Compared to the data rate required by normal video signals
(56 Kbps–2 Mbps for QCIF and CIF, 1.5 Mbps or higher for MPEG-2/MPEG-4
videos [107,112]), it is clear that some types of links are inadequate for video stream-
ing. To cope with the problem of bandwidth insufficiency and fluctuations, approaches
like rate allocation, buffer management, resource reservation are normally employed.
For packet loss ratio, many measurements have been taken and published with dif-
ferent numerical results, since measured networks are different in link quality, network
load, number of nodes, and distance between nodes, etc. For example, one-hop-link
loss ratio for an in-building wireless LAN (AT&T WaveLAN) was reported to be
around 0.01–0.14% [86]. When streaming MP3 music over a IEEE 802.11b based
indoor wireless ad hoc networks with 4 nodes, [187] (2002) reported a loss ratio of
0.3–9.1%, which varied depending on the routing protocols and node locations. For
multi-hop 802.11b indoor and outdoor wireless networks with 29–32 nodes, MIT’s
researches (2004–2005) [4, 29] reported an average packet loss ratio of 50% (at link
layer, without ACK and retransmission). For the Internet, the average packet loss
rate is reported to be around 3–9% in 1994–1995 by Paxson [220, 223]). Analysis
of the connections between 31-49 hosts (most are universities, research institutes in
USA) during two winters 1999–2001 [332] reported an average loss ratio of about
0.6–0.87%. It also found that the packet loss ratio of most links was less than 1%,
12–15% links had loss ratio of 1–10% and less than 1% links had a loss ratio higher
than 10%. During 2006–2007, the average packet loss rate reported by Internet Traffic
Report [241,242] is around 8–12%.
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Transmission delay, reflected in RTT value, is also varied. For 3G wireless net-
works like W-CDMA or high-speed cable connections, RTT is typically less than
100ms [92]. For the Internet, the average RTT is reported to be about 134–160ms [74,
241]. Dial-up connections normally have higher latency, about 200–400ms or even up
to 600ms, while GPRS connections could have RTT from 600 to more than 1000ms.
One important issue is the constancy of Internet behavior, i.e., for how long we
could reasonably assume that the network properties are unchanged. Various re-
searches on this problem have been published [34, 36, 220, 221, 317] and an excellent
study is presented by Zhang et al. [332], in which the traffic between 31–49 hosts
from different university/institutes is collected during two winters (1999–2001) and
analyzed extensively (a similar study is carried out by Paxson during 1994–1995).
End-to-end throughput is reported to behave quite stable (90% of the time, it is
steady for 20 minutes or less) and not wildly fluctuate in a minute-by-minute man-
ner. For packet loss, there is a high probability that a packet will be lost if the packet
sending 500–1000ms earlier is lost, and vice versa. On the long range, the loss be-
havior of the Internet could be well modelled by Markov-Gilbert model, and the loss
spikes are normally very short (95% of losses are shorter than or equal to 220ms).
Besides, it is found that about half of the time, a constancy region, in which loss ratio
is virtually unchanged, of 10 minutes or less could be found. Packet delays also expe-
rience spikes of highly evaluated RTT intervening between steady periods, however
delay’s behavior is often less steady than loss’s behavior. Overall, the properties of
Internet path could be generally expected to be steady at least on the time scale of
minutes.
While different type of network connections create different bandwidth, packet
loss ratio and delay conditions, users also have distinct requirements for different ap-
plication classes. Various standards have been published by ITU-T, IETF and 3GPP
to offer guidelines on such requirements [2, 3, 134, 137]. A summary of network per-
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formance objectives for some common multimedia applications, adapted from [134],
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control Two-way ~ 1 KB < 250 ms N.A Zero
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one-way ~ 10 KB
< 2 s / page 
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games Two-way < 1 KB < 200 ms N.A Zero
Still image One-way < 100 KB
< 15 s 
(preferred)
< 60 s 
(acceptable)
N.A Zero
Figure 1.4: End-user QoS classification and requirements (ITU recommendation
G.1010 [134]).
1.3.2.2 Supporting methods
To support multimedia transmission over networks, there are two general directions:
network-centric and end-to-end approaches. Both could be used to monitor the net-
work characteristics – e.g., bandwidth, packet loss ratio, round-trip time (RTT) –
so that senders and receivers may adapt their sending/receiving policy. Network-
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centric approach requires the participation and support of intermediate network
routers/switches along the transmission path. These not only could monitor network
properties but also may guarantee the network conditions if required, e.g., by employ-
ing QoS architectures like Integrated Services [41] and Differentiated Services [31]. For
example, bandwidth could be reserved and allocated by Resource ReSerVation Pro-
tocol (RSVP) [42, 329] and other bandwidth allocation mechanisms (BAM) [16, 94].
One problem with this approach is that it requires enormous deployment of intelligent
routers over the Internet. However, router manufactures and ISP companies seem to
have both economical incentives and technical abilities to overcome such obstacle. A
bigger problem is the strong opposition from customers, content producers and press,
since such deployment will violate the Network Neutrality principle of the Internet
and likely lead to network discrimination [71,252].
Meanwhile, end-to-end approach is based on the cooperation between senders and
receivers without altering the network architecture or heavily relying on the QoS sup-
port of intermediate network devices. Therefore, it may provide higher flexibility and
adaptability, since applications know best what their requirements are, how packets
are related to each other, and which packets are important [69, 70, 217]. For exam-
ple, end-to-end transport protocols like Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and its
companion Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP) [251], and Stream Control Trans-
mission Protocol (SCTP) [87, 270] could monitor network conditions to adapt their
transmission policy. However, network devices normally provide broader and more
accurate information about network conditions, thus it would be desirable for senders
and receivers to utilize such information in their decision making. Some excellent,
fundamental arguments about end-to-end and network-centric approaches could be
found in [28,32,56,246].
To reduce the probability of network congestion, senders and receivers could adapt
their sending/receiving rates to network conditions. For example, the sender may
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increase quantizer step (H.261, MPEG-2) or reduce the frame rates (H.263, MPEG-4)
in the encoding process to decrease its sending rate [312]. It could also use rate shaping
techniques such as selectively discarding frames or unimportant DCT coefficients, or
employ other scalable rate control methods to ensure that its sending rate will not
exceed the available bandwidth [90,152,169,225]. Besides, the sending rate could also
be determined by TCP-friendly formulas [99, 218, 290], which require information on
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) [200], RTT and packet-loss ratio. On the other
hand, receivers could control their receiving rate by deciding which layers they want
to subscribe to if layered-coding data are streamed [44,310].
No matter how sending/receiving rates are determined, they all should be upper-
bounded by the available bandwidth of the transmission path. There are various
tools to estimate this available bandwidth, and some general reviews of these tools
have been published [124, 148, 229, 273]. The most popular method to estimate this
value is based on packet-pair principle, which is proposed by Jacobson [146] and is
further studied by others [171, 181, 264, 265]. Particularly, it could be achieved by
sending sequences of probing packet trains, then observing the time interval between
the head and tail packets of each train, which will increase if the available bandwidth
is less than the transmission rate or remain unchanged otherwise. Other tools such
as Pathchar [147], Pathneck [123], Cartouche [120], BFind [7] could even locate posi-
tion of the bottleneck link. Note that Pathchar, Cartouche and BFind estimate the
capacity of the bottleneck link (which is determined by its physical layer), not the
available bandwidth of the transmission path (which is the bandwidth that could be
used without affecting other data flows on the link) [148, 167]. Further information
about how to avoid mistakes and conduct a sound measurement could be found in
the works by Jain et al. and Paxson [149,222].
Packet loss ratio could be estimated either by network routers or by senders and
receivers. For example, routers could employ Simple Network Management Protocol
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(SNMP) [47] to passively monitor packet loss ratio within their domains. On the other
hand, senders and receivers may estimate packet loss ratio by counting packet ACK
or NACK at senders, or by monitoring packet sequence numbers at receivers. They
may also use ping utility [206], utilize RTCP feedback messages which are normally
reported every several seconds (e.g., 5s), or use average loss intervals to estimate the
packet loss ratio like in TCP-friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [100, 119]. Interested
readers may refer to the works by Paxson and Sommers et al. [222, 268] for more
information on how to improve the measurement accuracy.
RTT could also be estimated using the tools mentioned above, normally by sending
probe packets such as IMCP echo request packets (ping), UDP [34] or TCP pack-
ets [323] and observing the timestamps of the feedback messages. Receivers in multi-
cast sessions could employ a scalable approach proposed by Sisalem and Wolisz [266]
to estimate the round-trip time to the sender.
1.3.2.3 Prevention methods
Transmission-based prevention methods, normally implemented at the sender’s side,
aim to reduce the effects of packet loss during transmission. This could be achieved
mainly by two ways: (i) reducing the probability of loss – e.g., by routing, transmitting
packets via multiple paths, and (ii) reducing the damage extent of packet loss, for
example, by adding channel protection, joint source-channel coding, interleaving or
careful packet scheduling.
To reduce the loss probability of a packet, one way is to send it over the highest-
quality path, which is either pre-determined by the sender and stored in the packet’s
header (e.g., IPv6) or decided by intermediate routers. A measurement-based study
shows that “in 30–80% of the cases, there is an alternate path with significantly su-
perior quality” [248]. However, applying the first option to the Internet is difficult,
since (i) network conditions are normally unpredictable so the chosen path may be-
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come worse, thus (ii) an overlay network may be required, but (iii) storing all routers’
addresses in packet header may create large overhead and security problems. The
second option also suffers from the unpredictable nature of networks and requires a
differentiated support from routers.
One simple way to reduce the probability of loss is to send multiple copies of that
packet. However, it is expensive and often inefficient to send all these packets over
one path, since they could easily be lost if the path is congested. Another idea is path
diversity, which was first studied by Dolev in 1982 [81,216,235] and then was extended
to multimedia streaming by Apostolopoulos [12], in which different (or same) subsets
of packets are sent to the receiver over different paths. Since the probability of all
channels being congested at a given instant is much less than that of a single channel,
sending through multiple ways can provide an average path behavior and improve
the transmission quality.
Several questions have to be addressed in order to successfully employ path di-
versity. If same packets will be sent over all paths, two main questions are (i) how to
select different and disjoint paths, and (ii) how to assure packets will travel via the
selected paths? If different packets will be sent over different paths, an additional
question is (iii) how to decide which packet will travel through which path? The path
selection question has been extensively studied in various works [11, 24, 25, 261, 283].
The second problem could be solved by overlay, application-level routing, or source
routing in IPv6, etc., [10, 18, 19, 68, 77, 185, 197, 247]. One part of this thesis focuses
on the third question, which will be further described in Section 1.4 and Chapter 2.
To reduce possible damages due to packet losses, one strategy is letting packets
go through a channel coding process, in which FEC codes are added 1. For example,
one could use parity codes to protect every n packets by a redundant packet, or add
redundant information of previous packets into the current one [35]. FEC codes such
1Note that channel coding is normally performed at application or transport layer, and FEC
is applied for block of packets to prevent packet loss. Meanwhile, at link layer (e.g., of satellite
systems), FEC is often applied within packets to detect and correct bit errors.
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as Reed-Solomon and Tornado codes [30,239] could be used to create n packets from
(n−k) original packets so that the original data can be recovered if less than k packets
are lost. If the loss is greater than k, only a portion or none of the lost data may
be recovered, depending on the type of FEC being used. In mobile communications
where the raw loss ratio is normally around 5–10%, typical value of code rate is from
1/6 to 1/2 information bit/signal [73].
Since the original data could only be decoded until sufficient number of packets
(n − k) have been received, a delay would be introduced. Besides, FEC operations
also require a certain computational power and sufficient memory buffer. There-
fore, the capability of FEC would be restricted not only by the application’s delay
constraints [326], but also by the capability of senders and receivers.
The main problem with FEC-based strategy is that it is designed with a prede-
termined channel-loss threshold, i.e., to overcome a specific amount of loss. If the
channel condition is better than the predicted condition, it will become inefficient
since the redundancy is more than actual need. Inversely, it is ineffective (cannot
recover the lost data) if the channel loss is larger than the expected level. Hence,
FEC-based strategy is optimized only when it can adapt to channel loss ratio, which
is normally time-varying and highly dynamic.
How to determine an optimal bit rate allocation between channel coding (e.g.,
FEC) and source coding, given a constrained bit budget and changing network condi-
tions, normally requires a joint source-channel coding approach [84,93,109,161,327].
In fact, joint source-channel coding approach could be considered a special case of
a more general direction: cross-layer design [269, 321]. In this direction, informa-
tion is allowed to be exchanged between various layers of the protocol stack to
optimize the system performance, e.g., in multimedia quality and energy adapta-
tion [75,88,260,320], modulation and demodulation at radio link [63] or packet clas-
sifying and scheduling [182, 186, 328]. Numerous researches on joint source-channel
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coding and cross-layer approaches have been published in recent years and excellent
reviews could be found in [157, 257, 269, 295, 326]. In this thesis, the FEC allocation
problem is addressed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
The third way to reduce the damage extent of packet loss is through packet
scheduling, i.e., purposely choosing the sending time of packets to reduce the possible
effects of loss. It has been observed that instead of sending two copies of a packet over
multiple paths, similar result may be achieved by sending both over the same path
with a 10–20ms delay between them [11]. Similarly, interleaving has been proved to
be an effective way in reducing loss effects in various applications, from multimedia
streaming [173,196,306] to wireless and mobile transmission [15,62,73]. It is because
network losses often occur in burst, interleaving could spread packets to avoid the
loss of several consecutive packets, which creates more severe effects than what could
be done by the loss of several separated packets [40, 174].
However, an effective packet scheduling method should be much more than simply
sending copies of original packets or interleaving them, which often treat all packets
in the same manner. Because different multimedia packets normally have different
deadlines and values (which are also changed over time, e.g., become null if the
packets’ deadlines are over), it is necessary to schedule packets individually based
on their characteristics. Furthermore, interleaving can only cope with a low packet
loss ratio; and for sending copies of packets over a same path, the number of copies
and the delay between them should be decided based on current network conditions.
That is, intuitively, packet schedulers should know not just about characteristics of
packets, but also about network characteristics at their sending times. We will talk
more about this in Section 1.4 and Chapter 4.
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1.3.2.4 Recovery methods
By definition, transmission-based prevention methods like FEC, path diversity deliv-
ery, interleaving are performed before the transmission of packets2, whereas transmission-
based recovery methods like retransmission, ARQ are carried out after knowing that
packets were corrupted or missed (lost in transmission).
To detect a corrupted packet, checksum such as parity, Cyclic-Redundancy Check
(CRC) [30,228,271], Fletcher’s checksum [97,336] or Adler-32 [78,272] are calculated
and added to the packet at various protocol layers. At the link layer, CRC is applied
to MAC frames in wired LAN (Ethernet or IEEE 802.3) and wireless LAN (Wi-Fi or
IEEE 802.11), from Personal Area Networks like Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15) to Wide
Area Networks like WiMAX (IEEE 802.16), or mobile networks like GSM and Wide-
band CDMA (W-CDMA). At the network layer, IPv4 header is validated by a Header
Checksum field of 16 bit one’s complement, which is checked (packet with invalid IP
header will be discarded) and updated wherever the packet’s header is modified (e.g.,
inside routers where the packet is not protected by link layer’s checksum)3. At the
transport layer, UDP and TCP segments also use 16-bit one’s complement checksum
(optional in UDP) to check UDP/TCP header, IP header, addresses (in TCP), and
data.
At receiver’s low layers, erroneous packets would be detected by integrity check-
ing and if they are unrecoverable, retransmissions are automatically requested [92].
For example, Radio Link Control (RLC) frames are allowed to be retransmitted in
CDMA2000, and MAC frames retransmissions are widely used in 3G, 4G systems
as well as wireless LAN standard [55, 64, 178, 188, 293]. TCP segments with invalid
header checksum could also be automatically retransmitted after a timeout.
Detecting a missing packet – a packet has been sent but lost in transmission
2For convenience, the term “packet” would be used to describe network-layer packets, transport-
layer segments, or data link frames.
3The growing protocol IPv6, which will be adopted by US government in 2008 [96], omits this
field and relies on error checking from other layers instead.
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and could not reach the receiver – requires different techniques. Fast checking and
retransmission at MAC layer are only useful when the packet, though corrupted,
is received. However, detecting the missing packet can not be performed at MAC
layer but have to rely on higher layers, for example, by checking packet sequence
number of several consecutive packets. Let’s consider W-CDMA systems, in which
TCP segments and IP packets are passed from transport, network layers to Radio
Link Control (RLC) layer. These packets may be divided into several RLC frames,
before passing to MAC layer. The receiver’s MAC layer can detect a corrupted RLC
frame, but not a missing RLC frame. The receiver’s RLC can detect the missing RLC
frame if a missing number is found after monitoring several RLC frames of the same
TCP segment [54]. However, if the whole TCP segment does not arrive, then the
RLC layer cannot be aware of that. Only TCP layer, by checking the byte sequence
number, can detect the missing TCP segment. If UDP is used instead of TCP, then
only the upper layer RTP can know about a missing RTP packet by monitoring packet
sequence number. Therefore, checking and recovery missing packets may incur larger
delay, but on the other hand, can bring in better results.
Once a missing packet has been detected, requests for retransmission may be sent
automatically or optionally. TCP has a built-in mechanism to request and retransmit
lost packets after a timeout or after receiving a triple ACKs. However, applications
using UDP and RTP have to handle losses by themselves. At application level,
receiver can also inform sender which data frames are correctly received, or notify the
encoder to re-initialize the prediction loop if reference frames are lost, for example, by
using NewPred in MPEG-4 version 2 or Reference Picture Selection in H.263 version
2 [85, 106, 113, 309]. On the other hand, applications/transport protocols can inform
only which data frames/packets are not successfully received (e.g., by NACK) to
reduce the feedback traffic, since the number of lost packets is generally smaller than
the number of successfully received packets.
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Another way is using Selective Acknowledgment (SACK), which is proposed in
1996 as an additional option for TCP. Since within a RTT, a TCP sender can only
learn about one lost packet, its performance may decrease when multiple packets are
lost within that time. “An aggressive sender could choose to retransmit packets early,
but such retransmitted segments may have already been successfully received” [195].
The SACK option allows a receiver to inform the sender about all TCP segments (even
non-contiguous) have been successfully received, so the sender only has to retransmit
the segments that have actually been lost. This mechanism has been implemented in
various operating systems like Windows 98, Linux 2.x and later, Sun Solaris [48].
Common concerns: One concern with retransmission is that it may not be scal-
able for applications involving a large number of participants like multicast, broad-
cast, due to a possible acknowledgement implosion. However, feedback should exist
to ensure a service that is reliable, and more importantly adaptable to different re-
quirements, capabilities of various receivers and to time-varied conditions of networks.
Therefore, it would be beneficial by retransmitting packets selectively or limiting the
number of retransmissions for each packet [331]. If SACK or NACK is utilized, the
number of feedback data can be substantially reduced, and so will the possibility of
an acknowledgement implosion.
Another concern is that a reliable back channel should exist, preferably with short
RTT. Otherwise, they may not be suitable for real-time or interactive applications
whose one-way delay should be, on average, less than 200ms. However, stringent delay
is not required for common applications like news broadcasting or video streaming,
which could tolerate a one-way delay up to 10 seconds (see Figure 1.4). Moreover,
substantial investments have been put into upgrading network infrastructure, and
RTT values of common networks are becoming relatively small. For example, 3G
wireless networks like W-CDMA typically have a RTT value less than 100ms [92],
while Internet has an average RTT around 134–160ms and a maximum RTT normally
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less than 200ms [74, 241]. For networks with such RTT, link-layer retransmission is
recommended if a moderate delay, e.g., 1 second is allowed. If a longer delay (say 2–3
seconds) is acceptable, application-layer retransmission could be considered [92].
Note that since low layers could have faster response towards network changes
than higher layers, retransmission delay at low layers is much smaller than that at
higher layer. For example, in W-CDMA systems, MAC retransmission is performed
very fast with 2ms delay [54] compared to the ARQ scheme (Radio Link Protocol
or RLP) at logical link control layer, whose delay is around 80–100ms [55]. In turn,
RLP delay is much smaller than transport-layer retransmission’s delay (e.g., by TCP),
which is smaller than application-layer’s delay. It has been shown that MAC layer
retransmission could significantly improve the TCP performance over 3G CDMA
networks and various researches have been studied in this direction [55, 61, 89, 177,
178,230]. However, it also should be noted that a certain layer could only detect and
recover a certain type of loss (corrupted packet or missing packet). Therefore, it is
always a necessity to use several layers, as well as different approaches, to cope with
all possible types of loss.
1.3.2.5 Prevention vs. Recovery
There is a tendency in various papers to compare the performance of retransmission
methods like ARQ versus that of FEC-based methods. The pros and cons of both ap-
proach have been discussed in Section 1.3.2.3 and Section 1.3.2.4, and are summarized
in Figure 1.5.
In our view, the most important point is flexibility toward loss. Effectiveness
and efficiency are in fact dependent on the flexibility and adaptability to operating
conditions (e.g., applications requirement, network conditions), which in turn depend
on whether a feedback channel is employed. Meanwhile, feedback channel exists
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Figure 1.5: Comparison between FEC and Retransmission approaches.
for multicast communication via satellites [154]. Delay has been constantly reduced
because of significant investments in network infrastructure, e.g., about one trillion
US dollars to lay fiber-optic cables in the latter half of 1990s [103]. Similarly, rapid
and substantial improvements on hardware technologies may quickly overcome the
limitations in power, memory ability of devices, and the problem of computational
complexity.
It is widely agreed that retransmission is more flexible than FEC since it can
automatically adapt to network characteristics [326], thus more robust, bandwidth-
efficient and reliable [154]. In exchange, a longer delay is normally required, mainly
due to feedback’s delay. FEC is more advantageous since it does not have to wait for
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feedback, but its efficiency would be greatly enhanced if it could receive information
about network conditions.
These observations are also valid when we compare prevention approach with re-
covery approach in general. Prevention is often more complex, expensive and only
effective if the real operating conditions are within designed limits. Recovery is nor-
mally simpler, cheaper, more adaptive to changing conditions and thus more reliable.
On the other hand, prevention is pre-event operation while recovery is post-event op-
eration, thus prevention always has a delay advantage over the latter. Therefore, each
approach will obviously be more useful than the other in some particular conditions.
However, it would always be better to incorporate both approaches in hybrid manner
rather than focusing on any single approach.
1.3.3 Decoding-based methods
While transmission-based methods are designed to prevent and recover packet loss,
decoding-based methods mainly aim to limit the loss’s effects during decoding process
at receiver. Particularly, when a decoder realizes the existence of data loss, it has
several choices: (i) asking for retransmission of the loss data, (ii) concealing the
effects of loss by itself (loss concealment). The first option is more closely related
to transmission process and has been reviewed in Section 1.3.2.4. The last option
is closer to decoding process and will be briefly described in this section. More
comprehensive reviews on these methods for audio, video transmission could be found
in [224,244,298,305].
Note that in talking about concealment, the commonly used term is “error con-
cealment” to cover a wide range of data corruption or loss, which could be as small as
a pixel or as large as several data frames. As mentioned in Section 1.2, we will restrict
ourselves to talk mostly about the errors created by packet loss, which could affect
one to several pixels blocks or frames. To differentiate, the term “loss concealment”
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is used instead of “error concealment”. In general, there are three common ways to
conceal and reduce the loss effects: (i) ignoring the loss, (ii) replacing the lost data
by approximated data, and (iii) concealing the effects using inherent characteristics
of source signal.
Ignoring the loss means that the decoder may simply skip the lost data to display
the next successfully received data. For video, if the frame rate is sufficiently high,
e.g., 20-30fps, dropping a lost frame may not create noticeable effects. However for
audio, dropping (deleting) the lost segment then contiguously playing its preceding
and succeeding segments (splice method) is not that effective [224].
A more popular approach is to approximate the lost data from what have been
received. The simplest way is replacing it by the nearest data, temporally and/or
spatially. For audio and video, a missing frame could be replaced by the latest
successfully received frame. This repetition method works well with audio [224] but
may annoy some video viewers since the video is freezed. For video, a lost pixel block
could be replaced by the nearest block within its frame, or the corresponding block
from previous frame. The position of “corresponding” block within previous frame
could be exactly the same as the position of the lost block within this frame, or could
be calculated from motion vector [233]. If the lost pixel block is small, it could be
approximated by interpolating from the surrounding pixels.
Besides, some approaches could employ inherent redundancies of video data such
as edge orientations, geometric structures or foveation feature of the human visual
system [164, 324, 325]. Some reviews and techniques could be found in [80, 233, 298,
305].
1.4 Motivations, problems and thesis organizations
In Section 1.3, we have reviewed and discussed popular encoding-based, transmission-
based and decoding-based approaches to prevent the problem of packet loss and reduce
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its negative effects. The essential goal of all these methods is to provide a good
perception quality, which could be either objectively approximated by video frame
rate, MSE, SNR, PSNR, SSIM [307], etc. or subjectively measured by MOS [131,136,
143]. Due to the non-linear characteristics of human visual and auditory systems, a
good objective result of MSE, PSNR may not indicate a good perception quality.
This problem does not exist in subjective measurements, which let a number of users
rate the perceived quality.
Since users would be the ultimate judges of any system, it is essential to know
and deliver what are important to users, not to the system. Knowing which content
are more important for users (their priorities) would certainly help the system to
know what to give higher protection during encoding process, where to allocate more
resources during transmission process, and where to focus concealment efforts. For
example, by tracking viewers eye movements to determine their regions of interest,
we could improve the perceived quality if “perceptually relevant regions are played
at higher frame rate than the surrounding area” [118, 254]. Similarly, in some appli-
cations such as video surveillance, video conferencing, telemedicine, certain regions
within the frames are more important to users. Consequently, these relevant regions
should be given high priority.
However in most works, priority is assigned to packets based on the syntax data
they carried, or their importance to the decoder. For instance, priority may be as-
signed based on frame type. Within each frame, packets are assumed to have the same
quality contribution, thus the same priority. Obviously, such syntax-based prioritiza-
tion may not reflect users’ content-based needs. This is one of the main motivations
for this thesis.
Another motivation comes from the debate between network-centric and end-
to-end approaches. Delivery prioritized packets over networks is often mistakenly
associated with QoS architectures such as Differentiated Services, Integrated Services,
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in which packets with different priorities are treated differently by network devices.
However, such QoS support is not a prerequisite, since senders can simply protect
their high-priority packets with more FEC/duplications, or schedule those packets
adaptively to network conditions (e.g., congestion) in order to increase their receiving
probability. It may even ineffective to let networks, instead of users and applications,
decide what to do, since the latter normally know best what their requirements are.
In this thesis, we focus on the problems of prioritizing and delivering packets in
multimedia streaming. By differentiating packets based on their quality contributions
– either implicitly prioritizing packets based on their coding interdependencies or
explicitly prioritizing packets based on their semantic contents – senders can decide
what to protect, what and when to send. Specifically, we address the following main
questions:
• A sender wants to send a set of packets to a receiver via multiple paths. Would
it be better if packets are differentiated, for example, by encoding original data
using LC instead of MDC? Given the dependencies between LC packets, the
bandwidth constraint and the average network loss rate, how to decide which
packet should be sent over which path, with possibility of retransmission, to
maximize the expected quality?
• Given a video in which users’ regions of interest are defined, how to prioritize
packets based on such semantic contents? Will content-based prioritization offer
better perceptual results than traditional frame-based prioritization? If so, by
how much? How to measure such improvement? Should we consider syntax
data, such as sequence header, picture headers, in content-based prioritization?
If so, which syntax data should be used?
If FEC is used instead of retransmission, how to classify and select which packets
to protect? How to optimize the level of FEC protection? Will content-based
FEC also provide better quality than frame-based FEC?
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• Given a set of prioritized packets, how should we send them over a limited
bandwidth and lossy link? Which packet characteristic should be used? Should
we send the highest-priority packets first, or the earliest-deadline packet first?
Or should we consider both priority and deadline? Will including RTT in
making schedule decision offer better results? What is the best way to schedule
packets?
The organization of this thesis is as follows. We start by briefly describing a gen-
eral multimedia streaming and the effects of packet loss on streaming quality. Then,
we spend most of Chapter 1 to review and discuss popular approaches to minimize
the effects of packet loss, based on common network characteristics and user require-
ments. By conducting a comprehensive review from users’ perspective, we find that
some common assumptions about the behavior of networks, users’ requirements, re-
transmission constraints may be vague and not very updated. For example, user
requirements are not very stringent as they are traditionally believed, e.g., conversa-
tional video can stand a one-way delay up to 400ms, while streaming audio and video
can tolerate a one-way delay up to 10s [2, 3, 134, 137]. Similarly, although network
behaviors are unpredictable, research shows that their constancy could be safely as-
sumed in scale of minutes [332]. Meanwhile, a common RTT value on the current
Internet is normally around 134–160ms, or at most 200ms [74, 241]. For such RTT
values, link-layer retransmission could be used if required delay is around 1s, and
application-layer retransmission could be used if the required delay is 2–3s [92]. Such
observations motivate us to investigate and compare FEC-based and retransmission-
based delivery methods in better light, as well as lay the foundation for subsequent
chapters.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the path diversity approach, in which a sender sends
layered coding packets over different paths to a receiver without retransmission. In
this scenario, packets are implicitly prioritized based on their inter-dependencies.
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That is, no priority is assigned to packets but they are treated differently based on
their roles in coding process.
We start with a general optimization framework to optimize the packet allocation
over multiple paths. We apply our framework to layered coding (LC) data, whose
packets have the same size and the relationship between them could be represented
by a simple model. Using dynamic programming technique, we design a polynomial
algorithm to find the best allocation scheme, with the assumption that each packet
could be protected by a number of duplications, which would be decided before trans-
mission. We find that with a good allocation scheme, LC could achieve much better
quality than MDC, especially when bandwidth is limited or there is a high bandwidth
disparity between paths. This conclusion clears the common belief that MDC is bet-
ter than LC in multimedia streaming. Essentially, it means that by treating packets
differently based on their quality contributions, we can obtain better results than by
equalizing all packets.
In Chapter 3, we focus on how to prioritize packets. While in Chapter 2, packets
are implicitly prioritized based on their coding dependencies (i.e., based on syntax
like many other works), Chapter 3 departs from that conventional approach, and
shows that prioritizing packets based on semantic regions of interest within frames
can provide dramatic improvements.
Using blob tracking in video surveillance to track moving pedestrians, we can as-
sume that such blobs are the natural regions of interest for users. We then prioritized
each macroblock within each frame based on its direct relationship to the blobs, and
its coding dependency with other macroblocks. Slices, packets are created and pri-
oritized based on the semantic content and optionally the syntax data they carry.
We find that content-based prioritization can provide much better perceptual quality
than frame-based prioritization, for example, about 6–11dB improvement in quality
of the tracked object. Furthermore, an over-protection prioritizing scheme, e.g., con-
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sidering many syntax data while prioritizing, may even reduce output quality. We
also propose a simple metric (F-PSNR) to measure the quality of blobs, and find that
it can strongly indicate the quality perceived by actual viewers.
We then consider another option to protect packets: Reed-Solomon Forward Error
Correction (RS FEC) instead of retransmission. Determining which and how many
original packets are protected, by how many RS-coded packets is non-trivial. As
in the case of prioritization, packets are usually protected at the frame level, e.g.,
based on the type of frames to which they belong. However, we propose an content-
based FEC scheme, in which packets are classified, selected and protected based on
their content. Our experiments show that the quality of tracked objects obtained
by the content-based FEC scheme could be 10–17% higher than that of the frame-
based FEC when videos are transmitted at their average data rate. Under severer
bandwidth constraint, content-based FEC could achieve an improvement up to 36%
compared to frame-based FEC.
In Chapter 4, we go back to the transmission stage, and focus on packet scheduling
process. Though for prioritized packets, sending them in the order of their priority
seems to be a natural way, we want to study which and how information about pack-
ets and network should be used in scheduling prioritized packets. For example, what
would happen if we first schedule packets based on its deadline, instead of priority?
Would it be even better if additional information about network, such as RTT, is used
in making schedule decisions? Arguing that using either packet’s priority or deadline
is not enough, we consider both priority and deadline in making scheduling decision.
By investigating the performance of different scheduling algorithms, we find that how
deadline and priority are used has a great effect on the scheduler’s sensitivity to RTT
and loss rate, thus the received quality. Particularly, sending highest-priority first
provides a relatively stable output quality. Therefore, this scheduling policy works
best under bad network conditions, e.g., high loss rates, low bandwidth. On the
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other hand, sending the earliest-deadline packet first is better in good conditions.
Meanwhile, considering the highest-priority and earliest-deadline packet within a set
of high-priority packets usually provides good performance in most situations. Sur-
prisingly, although RTT is expected to have substantial affects on packet scheduling,
we find that in our content-based video streaming scenarios, the output quality is not
significantly changed, with or without RTT consideration.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a summary of our results and provides
some suggestions for future developments.
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Chapter 2
Packet allocation over multiple
paths
Not all bits have equal value.
—Carl Sagan
2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 has explained how packet loss could severely affects the quality of multi-
media streaming over error-prone networks and discussed various counter approaches.
One way is to transmit packets over different network paths (path diversity), so that
the variability of packet loss and delay are reduced. In this chapter, we argue that
the decision of which packets to send over which paths can greatly affect quality of
the received streams.
Of course, if all packets are equally important and all paths are similar, then
such decisions are not important. However, when network paths are different (for
example, in loss behavior, bandwidth), it would be beneficial to send packets over
the better paths. Furthermore, if packets are not equally important, the effects could
be even more significant. Given the commonly observed disparity in network paths’
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characteristics and in packets’ priority, therefore, it is important to find a good way
to allocate packets over the paths.
To illustrate how a good packet allocation could help to improve the received
quality, we compare the performance difference between streaming Multiple Descrip-
tion Coding (MDC) and streaming Layered Coding (LC) data over multiple paths.
The idea of MDC is to represent an original data stream with a set of k equally-
important packets, so that the original stream can be approximately recovered from
any subset of packets. The more packets received, the better the quality of the
stream [114, 231, 232]. Meanwhile, LC (or multi-resolution, scalable, embedded, pro-
gressing coding) like JPEG-2000 and MPEG-4 partitions the video source data into
a base layer and a few enhancement layers with different priorities. The base layer
contains the most important video data and decoding only this layer can provide an
acceptable perception quality. The enhancement layers deliver complementary infor-
mation to combine with the base layer for offering higher-quality video output. Since
packets from different LC layers are not equally important, they could be benefitted
from a good allocation scheme. Furthermore, MDC could be obtained by adding
redundancies to an existing LC. Therefore intuitively, working directly on LC may be
more effective than using MDC.
Traditionally, a single routing path between a sender and a receiver is used for
point-to-point, real-time video and audio communication over the Internet. The
quality of service of the communication, therefore is subjected to the properties of the
path. Events such as bursty loss and occasional congestion can have negative effects on
the quality of the communication. A new model for communication, called packet path
diversity has been proposed recently by Apostolopoulos [12]. This model proposes
using multiple paths between the sender and the receiver for data transmission. By
routing data through multiple disjoint paths, we can achieve an “average” channel
for communication with reduced fluctuations in loss rate and delay, as the probability
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that losses or congestions occur simultaneously in all paths is smaller.
Three major issues have to be solved in path diversity implementation: (i) how to
select the disjoint paths? (ii) how to enforce the packets to travel through the selected
paths? and (iii) how to allocate the packets among the paths? The path selection
problem has been extensively studied due to its relevance in telephony and wireless
network [261]. Specifying the path for the packets to travel can be done either at the
application-level using overlay routing [10,185,247], multiple path routing [11,18,19,
68,197] or at the network-level using IPv6 loose source routing.
Methods for allocating packets have been proposed in the literature, mostly based
on Multiple Descriptive Coding (MDC) [12,151,175]. In his work [12], Apostolopoulos
proposed sending two independently decodable streams, consisting of even and odd
frames respectively, over two different paths. Liang, Steinback and Girod proposed
similar system for voice communication [175] by using encoding schemes proposed by
Jiang and Ortega [151]. These earlier schemes did not consider network conditions.
Liang et al. later proposed a scheme that chooses the path to send the next packet
based on last packet ACK feedback, which was further developed by Chakareski
and Girod [49]. However, a reliable back channel with sufficient short round-trip-
delay (RTT) is not always available, and hence may not be suitable for real-time
communications. Moreover, back channel is also not applicable in broadcasting or
multicast video applications.
Several researches on performance comparisons between MDC and LC over mul-
tiple paths have been published [170, 263, 302], and there is a common belief that
LC is worse than MDC when the application requires short delay but networks has
long RTT or no feedback channel is available. Another conclusion is that MDC is
better than LC at high packet loss rate. These conclusions are drawn based on cur-
rent LC-packet allocation methods, in which ACK feedback is always required and/or
protecting base layer will lead to significant delay. Our work is based on the following
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observations:
• MDC incurs high bandwidth and CPU overhead, and may not be suitable for all
situations, such as streaming to low-power devices (e.g., PDA, mobile phone).
For the same original data, LC normally requires less bits to encode than MDC
does. Therefore, under the same bandwidth constraint, using LC allows more
original data to be sent than using MDC.
• Distributing packets encoded with MDC over multiple paths is easy – since
all packets are equally important, we can send any packets along any of the
chosen path. On the other hand, the application may not be able to exploit
other information (e.g., network characteristics, coding structures) to further
improve output quality. Meanwhile for LC, the priority difference between
layers allows us to choose which and how packets are sent. This suggests that
performance improvement can be achieved if better allocation algorithm is used.
Furthermore, for certain MDC that is obtained by adding redundancies in an
existing LC, allocating the MDC packets equally over multiple paths is just a
special case of allocating the LC packets. In such cases, working directly on the
underlying LC could yield higher performance.
• Packet ACK is not a prerequisite in packet distribution. If senders can cleverly
decide in advance how to send packets based on a limited knowledge of the
network conditions and does not have to wait for acknowledgements from re-
ceivers, the problem of delay disadvantage no longer exists. Moreover, if senders
can find ways to assign the important level of packets and send them based on
their priority without causing any delay or network modification, such solutions
would be totally applicable.
The goal of this chapter is to illustrate that with good allocation algorithm to
allocate packets among the paths, LC can give better performance than MDC. Our
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claim, which is in contrast to the common belief that MDC is better, is supported by
experiments on ns-2 with data coded by well-known MDC and LC methods.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we present the
general model for packet allocation and optimization problem [210], as well as a
dependency model for layered coding data and its allocation algorithm. The result of
experimental comparisons between MDC and LC are shown in Section 2.3. Finally,
we conclude in Section 2.4.
2.2 Framework and formulation
In this section, we describe how we model and compute the allocation of LC packets.
To send a sequences of MDC packets over multiple paths is quite straightforward,
because MDC packets are supposed to be equally important.
2.2.1 General optimization framework
We present the generalized mathematical model for maximizing the gain (thus mini-
mizing expected distortion). In this model, the media data are divided into chunks.
A chunk consists of a set of packets, with some interdependencies between them. The
interdependencies could be due to layered coding (e.g., between base and enhance-
ment layer) or due to motion estimation (e.g., between I frames and P frames in
MPEG). There are no dependencies among chunks. A chunk is also assumed to be
of reasonable length in time (for example, less than acceptable buffering delay). For
simplicity, each packet is assumed to be of the same size. Our results can be easily
generalized into a model in which packets have unequal sizes.
A chunk is modeled as a graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of packets, and E
represents the dependencies between packets – there is an edge (u, v) from packet u
to packet v if u needs to be received for v to be decoded.
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Additional FEC packets may be sent to protect packets against bit errors and
packet drops. Each FEC packet may protect some number of data packets, with
the possibility that a data packet is protected by more than one FEC packets. For
practical reasons, we can assume that an FEC packet cannot protect packets that
belong to more than one chunks. We model each FEC packet as a subset of V . The
set of FEC packets F to protect V is therefore a subset of the powerset 2V . We also
define d to be the tolerable overhead. The total number of packets sent (including
FEC packets and duplication packets) must not be greater than (1 + d) times the
number of packets in V .
We consider a network model without feedback channels, in which a single receiver
is connected with a single sender by a set of M disjoint paths P = {P1, P2, .., PM}
between them. Each path Pm is associated with a bandwidth capacity, and an average
packet loss rate, which are denoted as Bm and pm respectively. Since the time of a
data chunk is usually small, we assume that the network conditions remain constant
over the time period of a chunk (see Section 1.3.2.1, on the constancy of Internet
path) , thus, a single probability value pm is sufficient to model the loss behavior of
path Pm. The unit of Bm is taken to be the number of packets that can be sent over
the time period of a data chunk. Note that Bm is the bandwidth capacity allocated
for the data, and could be constrained by a combination of link capacity, effective
TCP-friendly bandwidth and tolerable overhead.
Define an allocation to be a function N : V ∪ F × P → Z∗. The number Nu,m
indicates how many times a packet u is sent onto path Pm. A gain function of a
graph G is a function gG : 2
V → R. gG(W ) measures the gain when exactly a subset
of packets W ⊆ V is received or recovered by the receiver. The expected gain of a




gG(W ) ∗ γ(W,F,N) (2.1)
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where γ(W,F,N) is the probability that the receiver receives or recovers all packets
in W given a particular allocation N and FEC protection scheme F .
The goal now is to maximize E(g) over all possible N and F , subjected to the
bandwidth constraint in Equation 2.2.
∑
u∈V ∪F
Nu,m ≤ Bm for all m = 1..M (2.2)





Nu,m ≤ |V |(1 + d) (2.3)
The optimization problem is infeasible to solve in general due to the large search
space. However, we can consider specific dependency graphs that model common
media encoding formats to simplify the problem. For example, a group of pictures
in MPEG-4 with Fine Granular Scalability could be modelled by a chain of K layers
Li, i = 0..K, in which the base layer L0 is coding-independent, while every other
layer Li is decodable only when all layers L0, L1,..., Li−1 are successfully received.
Considering FEC protection is also difficult, since we have to decide, for example,
which set of layers is to be protected by which FEC packet, how to allocate FEC
protection over different sets (see Section 3.3). In the next section, we focus on a
simple dependency graph called Pairs model (see Section 2.2.2) and do not consider
FEC packets.
The network model could be simplified by considering only two disjoint paths (see
Figure 2.1), which has been shown to be sufficient for significant improvements in
the quality [12]. It can be shown that in the case of two paths, the optimal packet
allocation always allocates as many packets as possible onto the more reliable path.




 B1, p1 
 B2, p2 
Figure 2.1: Network model.
Without FEC protection, the probability of successfully receiving a packet u given
an allocation N is given by Equation 2.4.
γ(u, φ,N) = 1− pNu,11 pNu,22 (2.4)
For brevity, we will use the notation γu to denote γ(u, φ,N) when the context of
N is clear.
Note that our framework finds the optimal packet allocation, not packet transmis-
sion schedule over multiple paths. In other words, it tells us which packets to send on
which paths, but not when to send a particular packet. In this chapter, we assumed
that after allocation, all packets are sorted based on their captured time and then
transmitted over the paths in a round-robin manner.
2.2.2 Optimal allocation for layered coding data
Our dependency graph for layered coding data (Pairs model) is shown in Figure 2.2.
In this model, a chunk consists of K packet pairs. Data are divided into two layers.
We label the packets in the base layer as Li and packets in the enhancement layer as
Hi, where i = 1, 2, ...K.
We define the gain function for each pair of packets as follows. If neither packets














Figure 2.2: Packet pairs model.
base packet is received, then the gain is ∆. If both the base packet and enhancement
packet are received, we let the gain value to be 1.




(∆γLi(1− γHi) + γLiγHi) (2.5)
We now briefly describe a dynamic programming algorithm for finding optimal
allocation N that maximizes E(g) subjected to the bandwidth constraints B1 and B2.
The algorithm works by filling up a 3-dimensional table A, where each entry Ab1,b2i
stores the optimal expected gain for i pairs of packets given bandwidth constraint b1
(for P1) and b2 (for P2). Hence the table entry A
B1,B2
K gives us the maximum expected
gain we seek.
We keep another 2-dimensional table Nopt of size (B1 + 1) × (B2 + 1), where
each entry N b1,b2opt keeps the maximum expected gain for a single pair of packets given
bandwidth constraints b1 (for P1) and b2 (for P2). To initialize each entry in the table,
we exhaustively search for all possible allocations. This takes O(b1b2) time for each





By exploiting the recursive nature of Equation 2.5, the table Ab1,b2i can be filled









opt) if i = 2..K
(2.6)
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The algorithm described above only returns the maximum expected gain. To find
the best allocation for pair i, we keep the values of j and k that maximize the gain
in each table entry. We can obtain the optimal allocation by tracing back the entries
for j and k, starting from AB1,B2K . This is a common dynamic programming technique
and we omit the details here. Interested readers are referred to [72].
The recursive step searches through all possible allocations for pair i such that
the sum of expected gain for pair 1, 2, ...i − 1 and pair i is maximum. Therefore,
filling in each table entry for A(i, b1, b2) takes O(b1b2) time, giving the total running
time of this dynamic programming algorithm O(KB21B
2
2). In general, this algorithm
is pseudo-polynomial as it depends on the input parameters B1 and B2. In our case,
since B1 +B2 are bounded by 2K(1 + d) and d is bounded by a constant in practice,
the time complexity of our algorithm is polynomial.
An important note about our allocation algorithm is that it is not meant to be
run realtime during streaming. Instead, it can be performed off-line, with its results
stored in a table. During streaming, table lookups can be performed based on the
perceived network conditions to determine the best packet allocations over the paths.
2.3 Experiments and results
2.3.1 Test data
To make comparison with the allocation method proposed by Liang et al. [175], we use
their MDC scheme, which is described by Jiang et al. [151]. From each 800 original
signal samples (800 bytes), two MDC packets are constructed. For the first packet,
the even original samples are quantized in a finer resolution (PCM, 8 bits per sample)
and the differences between adjacent odd and even samples are encoded in coarser
resolution (ADPCM, 2 bits per sample). Inversely for the second packet, we encode
odd samples in fine resolution and the difference between even and odd samples in
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coarse resolution. Therefore, each MDC packet has the size of 500 bytes, which means
a redundancy of 25%, excluding packet headers.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the two LC streams are generated as follows. From
each 800 original signal samples (800 bytes), the 4 most significant bits (MSB) are
extracted and packetized in a base layer packet. The enhancement layer packet con-
sists of 4 least significant bits of 800 samples. By this way, each packet has a the size
of 400 bytes, but the base packet contributes most important information while the
enhancement packet is only useful if its corresponding base packet is received.
To find the packet gain, we first compare the quality of each encoded packet
with its original 800 samples in terms of Segmented Signal-to-Noise ratio (SSNR).
From that, we find the importance-level ratio between two packets of a pair (LC base
layer packet and enhancement layer packet, MDC odd and even packets). From the
assumption that the gain of a pair is 1, we can calculate the gain of each packet. We
found that most LC base layer packets have higher gain than its enhancement layer
packets while the gain of each MDC packet is around 0.5 ± 0.01, which is agreeable
with their coding nature.
In our experiments, we use two files encoded by PCM at the sampling rate of 8
kHz (mono, 8 bits/sample). The first file, called f116, consists of 21600 samples (2.7
seconds), and the second file, named CuckooWaltz, consists of 32000 samples (4.0
seconds). Using either MDC or LC schemes, we obtain the same number of packets:
27 pairs of packets for f116 and 40 pairs of packets for CuckooWaltz. Since the size
of each MDC packet is 500 bytes, the size of f116 in MDC format is 27000 bytes, and
that of CuckooWaltz is 40000 bytes. The total bandwidth required to send each file
in MDC format is 10KB/s. Under this bandwidth, we can send 20 MDC packets or
25 LC packets per second.
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2.3.2 Packet allocation schemes
We use the network model shown in Section 2.2 in our experiment, as it is used by
Wang [302] and Liang [175] in their studies. In these works, the authors use the same
method to send MDC streams, which is simply transmitting one description over one
path, and the other description on the other path.
Liang assumes both paths having the same bandwidth, therefore for the cases
where paths’ bandwidths are different, we extend their original scheme to LiangExt
allocation. Similar to Liang allocation, this scheme sends (sequentially, from left to
right) packets of MDC even stream over one path, and those of MDC odd stream
over the other path. However, if all packets of a stream have been already sent but
its allocated bandwidth has not been used up, packets will be sent again sequentially
until all bandwidths are fully used.
The LiangExt allocation scheme is reasonable when the bandwidth of each path is
higher than the required bandwidth of each stream. However if a path’s bandwidth
is much lower than the required bandwidth, it is no longer a logical choice. To have
a fairer comparison in these cases, we develop a simple Greedy allocation scheme,
which alternatively sends packets from two MDC streams (the first packets from two
streams, then the second packets from two streams, and so on) over each path until
all allocated bandwidth are used up.
For LC streams, instead of interleaving the base packets and enhancement packets
over two paths as proposed by Wang et al. [302], we employ our scheme described in
Section 2.2.2.
2.3.3 Experiment settings and results
To evaluate, we compare the quality of reconstructed files produced by each scheme
under the same network conditions (bandwidth, average loss rate). The average loss
rate p1 is kept at 1%, while p2 varies from 1% to 40% with different increments:
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1% increment in the range of [1%, 10%] and 10% increment in the range of [10%,
40%]. The bandwidth of each path also varies from 0% to 80% of the required
bandwidth, depending on the experiment scenarios. The network and streaming
process are simulated using Network Simulator ns-2. For each network configuration,
the experiment is repeated 100 times, and the average value of these runs are reported.
Ideally, the quality of reconstructed files should be measured perceptually in terms
of Mean Opinion Score (MOS). This could be achieved by either conducting formal
subjective tests with users according to ITU recommendations [132, 142] or using
objective methods using psychoacoustic models like Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ) [135,140,144], Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) [133]
in combination with ITU E-model [121, 138, 141]. However, such tests are expensive
and time-consuming to conduct, especially with a larger number of files. Therefore, we
opt to measure the quality of reconstructed files by a simple metric called normalized





where K is the total gain of the original file (27 for f116 and 40 for CuckooWaltz).
The first experiment compares the quality obtained by sending LC streams using
our proposed method ([LC + Optimal allocation]) with the quality obtained by
sending MDC streams using Liang’s method [175] ([MDC + Liang allocation]).
The bandwidth of each path is equal to 50 percent of the total bandwidth required,
which is precisely enough for send one MDC stream over each path. The average loss
rate of path 1 is 1% and the average loss rate of path 2 changes from 1% to 40%.
Figure 2.3 shows that the quality produced by [LC + Optimal allocation]
scheme are better than that of [MDC + Liang allocation] scheme in most of the
time. Particularly, for CuckooWaltz, the average normalized gain obtained from
[LC + Optimal allocation] scheme is in the range of 81.4–98.5 (standard devi-
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 LC, optimal allocation vs. MDC, Liang allocation (CuckooWaltz)
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MDC + Liang allocation
(a) CuckooWaltz













 LC, optimal allocation vs. MDC, Liang allocation (f116)
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Figure 2.3: LC with optimal allocation vs. MDC with Liang allocation (B1 = B2 =
50% of total bandwidth required, p1 = 1%, p2 varies): (a) CuckooWaltz, (b) f116.
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ation σ of 1.8–5.5), while that obtained from [MDC + Liang allocation] scheme
is 78.4–98.4 (σ of 1.5–4.3). The corresponding numbers for f116 are 79.2–98.6 (σ
of 0.6–1.9) with [LC + Optimal allocation] scheme, and 77.2–98.3 (σ of 0.6–1.5)
with [MDC + Liang allocation] scheme. Because LC packet (400 bytes) is smaller
than MDC packet (500 bytes), the first scheme has more room to choose and dupli-
cate important packets while the latter can send each MDC packet only one time.
However, the quality difference is not significant in this case, when there is not much
difference between the paths (they have the same bandwidth, and only differ in loss
rate).
In the second set of experiments, the bandwidths and packet loss rates of two
paths are varied. The total bandwidth is still exactly equal to the total bandwidth
required, but each path has a different bandwidth: B1 = 80%, B2 = 20%. The
average loss rates of two paths are the same as in the first set of experiments. In these
cases, we compare the quality received from streaming LC packets with the proposed
optimal allocation ([LC + Optimal allocation]) with the quality obtained from
streaming MDC packets with LiangExt allocation ([MDC + LiangExt allocation])
and Greedy allocation ([MDC + Greedy allocation]) schemes.
Figure 2.4 shows that our proposed scheme [LC + Optimal allocation] pro-
duces significant higher quality than streaming MDC with other allocation schemes.
For CuckooWaltz, [LC + Optimal allocation] scheme produces an average normal-
ized gain of 98.2–98.7 (standard deviation σ of 1.7–2.2); [MDC + Greedy allocation]
scheme, 78.7–79.2 (σ of 1.2–1.5); and [MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme, 60.1–
65.7 (σ of 0.3–2.6). It means the quality obtained from the first scheme is 24–
25% higher than that of the second scheme, and 46–64% higher than that of the
last scheme. For f116, its average normalized gain is 98.2–98.8 (σ of 1.9–2.5) with
[LC + Optimal allocation]; 76.5–77.1 (σ of 1.4–1.9) with [MDC + Greedy allocation];
and 59.4–66.5 (σ of 0.7–3.7) with [MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme. It means
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(a) CuckooWaltz













 LC, optimal allocation vs. MDC, other allocations (f116)
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(b) f116
Figure 2.4: LC with optimal allocation vs. MDC with LiangExt and Greedy allocation
schemes (B1 = 80%, B2 = 20% of total bandwidth required, p1 = 1%, p2 varies):
(a) CuckooWaltz, (b) f116.
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the quality obtained from [LC + Optimal allocation] scheme is 28–29% higher
than that of [MDC + Greedy allocation], and 48–66% higher the quality produced
by [MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme.
It is interesting to note that under the same total bandwidth and loss rates,
the bandwidth difference between two paths has a substantial effect on MDC’s and
LC’s performance. When two paths have the same bandwidth (50% of the total
bandwidth required), the qualities received from [MDC + Liang allocation] and
[LC + Optimal allocation] schemes sharply decrease with the increase of p2 (see
Figure 2.3). When the bandwidth B1 of path 1 (loss rate of 1%) increases to 80% and
B2 decreases to 20% of the total bandwidth required, [LC + Optimal allocation]
scheme can allocate more important packets to the better path (path 1), thus signif-
icantly improves its performance (see Figure 2.4). Meanwhile, the other two schemes
cannot effectively use any spare bandwidth in the better path, since for them all MDC
packets are equally important.
Figure 2.5 shows the results when the average loss rates of two paths are un-
changed (p1 = 1% and p2 = 5%) but the bandwidth of path 2 (B2) varies from
0% to 80% of the total bandwidth required (B1 = 80%). While the reconstructed
quality in the case of [MDC + Greedy allocation] scheme is almost unchanged
(around 79.3 ± 0.4 for CuckooWaltz and 77.2 ± 0.3 for f116), the quality obtained
from [MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme is heavily affected by the bandwidth
change. When B2 is lower than or equal to 20% of the total bandwidth required, the
performance of [MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme is always lower than that of
[MDC + Greedy allocation] scheme. However, when B2 increases to 60–80%, the
first scheme outperforms the latter by at least 20%.
Meanwhile, [LC + Optimal allocation] scheme provides a stable and signifi-
cant higher quality than other schemes in all cases (around 98.9±0.7 for CuckooWaltz
and 99 ± 0.4 for f116). Compared to [MDC + LiangExt allocation], it provides
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 LC, optimal allocation vs. MDC, other allocations (f116)
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Figure 2.5: LC with optimal allocation vs. MDC with LiangExt, Greedy allocation
schemes (B1 = 80% of total bandwidth required, B2 varies, p1 = 1%, p2 = 5%):
(a) CuckooWaltz, (b) f116.
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an average normalized gain of 1.6–50.6 point higher for CuckooWaltz, and 1.9–49.7
point higher for f116. Even with a bandwidth of only 80% of the total required band-
width (B1 = 80%, B2 = 0%), it still offers a similar or better quality compared to
[MDC + LiangExt allocation] scheme produces with a total bandwidth two times
higher (B1 = B2 = 80%).
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we studied the packet allocations of layered coding media streams over
multiple paths. We proposed an analytical framework to solve the following problem:
Given a set of disjoint paths without feedback channels, their effective bandwidth,
their probability of loss, the dependencies between packets, and the rate-distortion
function, which packet (with possibility of duplication) should be sent through which
path to maximize the expected received quality? This framework was applied for a
simple simple relationship model for layered coding data, in which all layers could be
assumed to have the same size. We presented a polynomial algorithm to find the best
allocation, with the assumption that each packet could be protected by a number of
duplications, which would be decided before transmission.
We found that with a good allocation scheme, layered coding (LC) could achieve
much better quality than multiple-description coding (MDC), especially when band-
width is limited or there is a high bandwidth disparity between paths. These finding
cleared the common belief that MDC is better than LC in multimedia streaming. It
also illustrated that by treating packets differently (LC) rather than equalizing them





We don’t see things as they are.
We see them as we are.
—Anais Nin
3.1 Overview
In Chapter 2, we have studied how to allocate, protect data layers over multiple
paths based on the dependency relationship between layers, in order to maximize the
expected quality. Although no priority value is assigned to any layer, the base layer
always receives higher allocation and protection than other enhancement layers. In
effects, we implicitly give higher priority to the base layer.
Various works also show that prioritizing video packets for streaming over lossy
networks can improve quality and effective frame rate at the receiver. Typically, such
prioritization is done at frame granularity based on syntax, or their importance to
the decoder. For instance, priority may be assigned based on frame type. Within
each frame, packets are assumed to have the same quality contribution, thus the
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same priority. However, in some applications, such as video surveillance and video
conferencing, certain regions within the frames are more important to the users. This
chapter will study the effect of prioritizing, protecting and streaming such regions of
interest within the frames for streaming.
In Section 3.2, we propose a simple and effective scheme to packetize and prior-
itize packets based on semantic regions of interest within frames. Packets are then
streamed, with possible retransmission, according to their priority. Using blob track-
ing in video surveillance as an example application, we demonstrate that compared
to frame-based priority streaming scheme, content-based scheme can achieve 6–11dB
improvement in quality of the tracked object. Subjective measurements with 19 users
also confirm the objective results.
In Section 3.3, we consider another option to protect packets: Reed-Solomon
Forward Error Correction (RS FEC) instead of retransmission. Determining which
and how many original packets are protected, by how many RS-coded packets is
non-trivial. As in the case of prioritization, packets are usually protected at the
frame level, e.g., based on the type of frames to which they belong. However, we
propose a content-based FEC scheme, in which packets are protected based on their
content. Our experiments show that the quality of tracked objects obtained by the
content-based FEC scheme could be 10–17% higher than that of the frame-based FEC
when videos are transmitted at their average data rate. Under severer bandwidth
constraint, content-based FEC could achieve an improvement of up to 36% compared
to frame-based FEC.
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3.2 Content-based priority streaming
3.2.1 Introduction
Priority video streaming — prioritizing video data and streaming them over lossy net-
works according to their priorities — is proved to be useful in various applications.
Usually, video is prioritized at frame level based on video syntax, such as sequence
header, slice header, and frame type. Such syntax-based prioritizing and stream-
ing could help to improve effective frame rate and overall frame quality of received
videos [9, 20,163,219,277].
These quality measurements, however, may not be sufficient, and that of impor-
tance, to applications such as video surveillance, video conferencing, and telemedicine.
Consider a surveillance video, which usually contains many idle and non-event seg-
ments interleaved with some short bursts of events. Within each eventful video seg-
ment, some frames may be more essential to users than others. In each frame, users
may only focus on certain regions of interest, such as human, cars, colorful objects, or
moving objects, and do not care about the rest. Ultimately, the quality of what users
focus on would be their yardstick to judge quality of the whole video. Therefore, it
would be better to protect the actual content that users are interested in, rather than
the important syntactic data.
To avoid lengthy expressions, we will use the terms “blob” and “interest region”
interchangeably with “region of interest” from this point onwards.
Identifying the regions of interest of a viewer is a non-trivial problem. In the
literature, two approaches exist. The first approach explicitly obtains feedback from
the viewer (e.g., using eye-tracking devices [118, 162, 254]). The second approach
mathematically models human’s attention and predicts where a viewer is focusing
on [145]. These approaches aim to identify the region of interest for video in general.
In certain specific applications, however, region of interest can be easily identified
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with high accuracy. One such application is video surveillance.
One common operation in video surveillance is blob tracking – highlighting mov-
ing objects in a scene and tracking the objects over time. For users monitoring such
videos, these blobs naturally become their region of interest. In this section, we inves-
tigate the effectiveness of prioritizing these blobs in a distributed video surveillance
system.
A distributed video surveillance system consists of multiple network-capable surveil-
lance cameras (Figure 3.1). These surveillance cameras are capable of capturing video
and transmitting them over the network to a processing server for analysis. The pro-
cessing server may optionally archive the video on disk and send analysis results to
users. For instance, the processing server may detect motion in a scene and starts
tracking the moving object in the video. The moving objects are highlighted and sent
to the users. For mission-critical surveillance applications (e.g., military), one would
build the video surveillance system over a dedicated or over-provisioned network, to
ensure that the surveillance videos received are of high quality. Many other surveil-
lance applications (home monitoring, corporate security), however, is layered over the
commodity Internet, which is often lossy and has limited bandwidth.
Given the resource constraint of the underlying network, it is necessary to know
which part of a video is more important in order to prioritize and send them accord-
ingly. In our video surveillance application, the blobs in the video being tracked are
sent with higher priority from the processing servers to the users. Specifically, their
macroblocks are assigned higher priority than non-blob ones.
One arising question is whether we should, and if so, how to combine both syntax-
based and semantic-based prioritization. Surprisingly we found that if the blobs in
each frame are prioritized, then frame-based prioritization is unnecessary. This finding
leads us to a simple prioritizing scheme, in which a packet priority is determined based














Figure 3.1: A distributed video surveillance system.
sequence or GOP header or not. Note that blob-related macroblock could be either
a blob’s macroblock (i.e., inside the blob) or a macroblock (from different frame) on
which the coding of a blob’s macroblock depends.
Our experiment results show that by prioritizing packets based on semantic con-
tent rather than based on syntactic information like frame type, the perceptual qual-
ity could be significantly enhanced. Objective comparison of blobs’ PSNR shows a
6–11dB improvement by our scheme, compared to frame-based priority streaming.
Subjective comparison with 19 users, using MSU Perceptual Video Quality tool [204]
to measure Mean Opinion Score, confirms the advantages of using content-based pri-
oritization.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.2.2 gives an overview
of related works. Our content-based prioritizing scheme is presented in Section 3.2.3,
and Section 3.2.4 briefly describes how packets are scheduled based on their prior-
ity. Section 3.2.5 talks about our prototype’s implementation, evaluation metrics,
and experiment results. Discussions about the results, as well as some interesting
observations are also presented. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.2.6.
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3.2.2 Related works
In this section, we will briefly present some related research, and discuss the difference
between our work and the existing literature.
Content-based protection could be carried out at different phases: encoding or
transmission. Both borrow content-analyzing techniques from computer vision, im-
age processing, and visual information retrieval [5,194]. Content-based encoding has
been studied and applied extensively, e.g., for objects coding in MPEG-4 [53, 294]
and Region of Interest (ROI) coding in JPEG 2000 [43]. In content-based trans-
mission, source and channel coding (e.g., FEC [104], interleaving [62]) are usually
combined with content’s information to determine level of protection [104], to allo-
cate appropriate bandwidth [33, 318] or bit rate [166, 333, 334]. For example, Yang
and Nahrstedt [318] allocate more bandwidth to the camera capturing high motion
activity, which is calculated by averaging motion activity every second. In this sec-
tion, we are concerned not about coding, be it source or channel coding, but more
about packet’s prioritization and delivery.
Note that content could mean different things in different works. It could be scene-
level [33,52,104], frame-level [62,277], region-level [53,165,294] or packet-level [62,82].
It could referred to either syntactic or semantic information. For example, AMISP
scheme [104] focuses on structuring MPEG-2 video by modulating the number of
slice headers and intra-coded macroblocks. Then FEC packets are inserted to pro-
tect packets whose loss may create high spatial distortion (e.g., those contains se-
quence/picture/slice headers). In streaming lecture videos [183, 184], semantic con-
tent (text) is used to determine which frames or regions are important. Our work
focuses on semantic content at region level.
There are various ways to prioritize packets based on content. For example, in
the work by Shin et al. [259], packet’s priority is calculated from motion vector size
and the number of intra-coded macroblocks contained in the packet. In the work by
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Shih-Fu Chang et al. [52], sport videos are segmented and prioritized based on what is
showing (e.g., pitching shots in baseball, serving shots in tennis) or user’s preference.
To determine the priority of what is showing, domain knowledge about event structure
is used in this case. In other work [277], the first frame in each video shot is given
highest priority, and the second highest priority is assigned to representative frames,
which are chosen based on motion and color analysis.
Essentially, for every content-based prioritizing scheme, two questions need to be
answered: (i) which content is important? and (ii) how to derive packet’s priority
from that content? The important content could be determined by users or detected
automatically by various algorithms [102, 145, 160, 172]. For example, Itti and Koch,
based on the feature integration theory on visual attention [288], compute a saliency
map for each frame to determine the focus of attention [145]. Komogortsev and Khan
use an eye-tracking device to predict the region at which viewer is currently looking,
to encode it with higher quality [162]. These approaches are designed for general
video applications.
In our work, we focus on video surveillance and we use blob tracking algorithm
proposed by Li et al. [172]. Using their algorithm, objects and background are au-
tomatically detected, classified (based on Bayes decision rules and general feature
vector), segmented and adaptively updated. Therefore, foreground objects could be
well detected from complex videos with both stationary and moving background ob-
jects. The second question, which is a focus of this section, will be discussed in
Section 3.2.3.
3.2.3 Content-based prioritizing scheme
This section describes and discusses our content-based prioritizing scheme for MPEG-
encoded video. In particular, we will show how to prioritize packets for an MPEG
Group of Picture (GOP) based on information about interest regions within each
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frame and the dependencies between frames. The GOP is assumed to have one I-
frame, followed by a number of P-frames or B-frames.
To find the priority of a packet (or slice, macroblock), two stages are usually
required. The first stage, based on visual content, finds its content priority. The
second stage finds its effective priority, based on the content priority and syntactic
data/relation. This priority would be used to represent the importance of the packet
(slice, or macroblock). The word “priority” refers to “effective priority” when the
context is clear. We assume all priorities are integer numbers.
Our content-based priority streaming consists of 4 major steps (see Figure 3.2).
Firstly, given the information about interest regions — if exist — within each frame,
each macroblock m of frames in a GOP will be assigned a content priority wcm.
Then, based on the coding dependencies among the macroblocks within the GOP,
the effective priority wm of each macroblock is computed. Secondly, consecutive
macroblocks are grouped into slices according to their priority wm. No syntactic
information is used in this step, thus the effective priority ws of a slice s is equal to
its content priority wcs. The third step is packetization, in which slices are sequentially
grouped together until the packet size reaches the MTU limit. The effective priority
wu of a packet u is determined based on its slices’ priorities and, optionally, based
on the syntactic data it carries. Finally, packets are transmitted and retransmitted
according to their priority. Details of each step will be described in the following
sections.
3.2.3.1 Priority map and effective priority
Assuming that for each frame, the interest regions (blobs) are already defined, either
manually or automatically by an algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2.2. This step
finds the priority of each macroblock for each frame.
































Figure 3.2: The content-based priority streaming prototype.
could be understood as an 2D array, where each element corresponds to a macroblock
in the frame. The value of each element is the priority of its corresponding macroblock.
Figure 3.3 shows a priority map superimposing on its frame
For each macroblock m within a frame, the first stage is to find its content priority
wcm based on its relation to the blobs within the frame. There are several ways to
define this relationship, e.g., depending on whether it is inside or outside the blobs,
how far it is from the blobs. Therefore, the content priority could be assigned in
different ways. The simplest way is to assign a high value to macroblocks inside the
blobs, and a low value to those outside. A more complex way is assigning the highest
value to the firsts, then gradually decreasing value as we go further from the blobs.
In our scheme, for each blob, we define a protected region, which is k percent
larger than the actual blob. (For our experiments, we chose k to be 20% based on the
size of the blobs in the two test videos. A different value could be chosen depending on
the nature of the surveillance video.) A macroblock m that belongs to this protected
region will have its content priority wcm = wmax, where wmax is an integer number
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Figure 3.3: Priority map for a video frame.
greater than 1. If m is outside this protected region, we assign its content priority
wcm = 1.
The next stage is to find the effective priority wm of each macroblock m, based
on its content priority wcm and its encoding relationships with other macroblocks
within its GOP. We first present our method using a formal graph model, followed
by a description of the computational procedure.
For any MPEG GOP, we can construct a directed, acyclic graph G, whose each
vertex is a macroblock. There exists an edge (mi,mj) if macroblock mj is predictively
coded based on macroblock mi. An I-frame macroblock mj will have no in-coming
edge since it is intra-coded. On the other hand, there will be no out-going edge from
a B-frame macroblock mi, since it has no dependent macroblock.
Let Pm ⊆ G be the set of all nodes reachable from m (i.e., dependent on m). Let
wcm be the content priority of macroblock m, its effective priority wm is computed
recursively as follows:
wm =
 maxm′∈Pmwm′ if Pm 6= {m}wcm otherwise (3.1)
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In practice, it is not necessary to construct a graph for the whole GOP to compute
effective priority, since macroblock’s motion vector(s) could be used for the same
purpose. For each GOP, the whole procedure to find the effective priority for all
macroblocks consists of two passes, as follows.
1. In the first pass, starting from the I-frame at the beginning of the GOP, the
content priority wcm of each macroblock m is assigned, and its motion vectors
(if exist) are extracted. Since B-frame macroblocks are not used as reference for
any other macroblocks, their effective priority wm will always equal to its content
priority wcm. Furthermore, according to Equation 3.1, if the macroblock m is
coding dependent on the macroblock m′, the effective priority wm′ will always
be greater than or equal to wm. Therefore, if a B-frame is encountered, the
effective priority wm of each macroblock m in the frame will be propagated
(assigned) to all its forward and backward reference macroblocks.
2. In the second pass, we go from the end of the GOP towards the I-frame. If a
P-frame is encountered, the effective priority wm of each macroblock m in this
P-frame will be propagated (assigned) to all its forward reference macroblocks.
Note that by this way, the effective priority wm of a macroblock m will be equal
to either 1 or wmax.
3.2.3.2 Re-slicing and slice prioritizing
In this step, macroblocks are grouped into slices. Each slice is assigned a priority,
which is calculated from its macroblocks’ priorities.
Because effective priority ws of a slice s is dependent on the priority of its mac-
roblocks, grouping macroblocks with different priorities into a slice will make it dif-
ficult to determine the slice’s priority. Let S be the set of all macroblocks m belong
to the slice s. If ws = maxm∈Swm, we will unnecessarily increase the importance
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of low-priority macroblocks. If ws =
∑
m∈S wm or ws = d
∑
m∈S wm
|S| e, the importance
of high-priority macroblocks will be diluted. Therefore, it would be better to group
macroblocks with same priority into a slice.
To achieve that, we scan one pass through macroblocks in each frame, and insert
a new slice header whenever (i) the macroblocks’ priority changes value, or (ii) when
adding one more macroblock will make the slice’s size exceed 1400 bytes (so that after
adding headers, packet size could be less than Maximum Transmission Unit). There-
fore, each slice will contain a number of consecutive and equal-priority macroblocks,
and its priority is set equal to the priority of any macroblock within it (either 1 or
wmax).
3.2.3.3 Packetizing and packet prioritizing
In this part, slices are grouped into network packets. The priority of each packet is
calculated based on its slices’ priority and the syntactic data contained in the packet.
Our packetization scheme simply follows the recommendations in RFC2250 [122].
MPEG sequence header, GOP header, picture header are recommended to be at the
beginning of RTP payload, therefore, a packet will always contain slices from a single
frame. For each frame, slices are added into a packet until the packet’s size reaches
the MTU limit [40]. We try to avoid slice fragmentation as much as possible, so that
most of the time each packet contains an integral number of slices.
The priority of a packet u is calculated in two stages. First, its content priority
wcu is found by averaging its slices’ priorities and rounding up to the nearest integer.
Since the priority of a macroblock/slice is either 1 or wmax, the content priority of a
packet lies within the range [1, wmax]. Let x, y the number of high-priority slices and
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low-priority slices in packet u, respectively. The content priority wcu is as follows.





e if y 6= 0
wmax otherwise
(3.2)
Thus, a packet consisting of many low-priority slices will always has lower content
priority than a packet containing only a few high-priority slices. In other words, the
value of wcu is substantially affected by the ratio between x and y, but not by the
total number of slices (x+ y) it contains.
The next stage is to include syntactic data carried by the packet in deciding its
priority. Let wsu be the syntactic priority of packet u. The effective priority wu of a
packet u is the sum of its content priority wcu and its syntactic priority wsu.
Again, we have to consider several questions, for example, (i) which syntactic data
should be prioritized: sequence header, GOP header, picture header, all of them, or
none of them, (ii) should syntactic priority wsu have higher value than content priority
wcu, and (iii) how to assign the syntactic priority wsu. Our experiments show that
there are no obvious answers for these questions. More details will be discussed in
Section 3.2.5.6.
In our approach, we decide that if a packet contains sequence header or GOP
header, its syntactic priority wsu will be equal to wmax. The syntactic priority of other
packets is zero. This is because if these headers are lost, the corresponding sequence
or GOP will be completely lost if no loss concealment is applied at receiver.
We choose wmax to be 4. As mentioned above, if macroblock m belongs to a
protected region, its content priority wcm is set to wmax; otherwise wcm = 1. Thus,
wmax could be any integer larger than 1, for example, 2. However, if we want to
consider frame type in assigning syntactic priority, wmax needs to be larger than the
syntactic priority of I-, P-, and B-frames, which could be set to 2, 1, and 0 respectively.
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Therefore with wmax = 4, high-content low-syntax packet (e.g., wcu = 4, wsu = 0 – on
B-frame) would always have higher priority than a low-content high-syntax packet
(e.g., wcu = 1, wsu = 2 – on I-frame). On the other hand, the maximum priority wmax
could be larger than 4, but this would mean a larger range of values for wu. It is not
clear, however, whether having more different possible values for wu is useful.
3.2.4 Priority-based scheduling
There are many ways to determine the sending order of packets, e.g., based on its
priority, playout deadline, size, or combination of these. For scheduling based on
priority, the most natural way is to send and retransmit packet with highest priority
first [89, 95, 163]. Consequently, lowest-priority packet will be dropped first when
there is not enough resource.
Since our main purpose is to study the effects of content-based prioritization,
we opt to a simple scheduling algorithm, which is modified from FirstFit algorithm
proposed by Chang [51]. Particularly, packets with highest priority will be sent first.
If two packets have the same priority, the packet with earliest playout deadline will
be sent first. If both packets have the same priority and deadline, the one with larger
size will be sent first. The intuition behind is that given the same coding parameters,
larger packet size means more data, thus probably more important.
If a packet is sent but its acknowledgment is not received after a window time W ,
the packet is considered lost and will be put in the scheduler’s pending buffer again for
possible retransmission. Packet whose playout deadline is over will be discarded from
the pending buffer. Note that in our work, we do not require a QoS-enabled network
to achieve priority-based streaming. When a packet is released into the network is
solely decided by the scheduler, which resides at the sender. Once the scheduler sends
out the packet, it does not want intermediate network nodes to reconsider its decision,
but expect the network to simply transmit the packet to the other end.
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3.2.5 Experiments and results
3.2.5.1 Prototype implementation
Figure 3.2 shows the main components of our simulation prototype. Since we want
to study how different prioritizing schemes affects the streaming quality of a video,
not how to schedule packets from different videos, in our experiments only one video
is processed and streamed at a time. The processing server will automatically detect
and track blobs in each video frame of the input video. Each frame is expected to be
played at the receiver after a playout delay D. Macroblocks are prioritized, grouped
into slices, which are in turn grouped into packets. Packets are prioritized according
the content and syntax data they carry.
After a GOP is processed, its prioritized packets are put into the scheduler’s
pending buffer and transmitted to remote users (receivers) over a lossy link. As
mentioned above, if a packet is sent but its acknowledgment is not received after a
window time W , it will be put in the scheduler’s pending buffer again. We assume
that W is equal to RTT to study the performance in different network conditions.
Packet is considered totally lost if it is not successfully received before its playout
deadline.
At the receiver side, packet are received and acknowledged by packet receiver com-
ponent. Received packets are then passed to frame reassembler to reassemble frame
data. If sequence or GOP or picture header is lost, it will be replaced by the corre-
sponding last-successfully-received header. Data are then passed to the frame decoder
component, which will decode frames to produce the output video, and conceal any
loss that occurs. A lost macroblock (or frame) will be replaced by its corresponding
last-successfully-received macroblock (or frame).
The object tracking component is realized by modifying the blobtrack module in
OpenCV version 1.0 (Open Source Computer Vision Library) [1]. Other components
are implemented in C++ using Dal´ı Multimedia Library [215] and mnt (Multimedia
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Network Toys) [214].
3.2.5.2 Test data and experiment settings
Our experiments use two video surveillance videos from PETS benchmark datasets.
The first video (pets2002-set1.mpg) consists of 142 frames (640x240 pixels) ex-
tracted from the video people test dataset1.mpg [212]. The second video, named
Walk1-man.mpg, consists of 200 frames (384x288 pixels) extracted from the video
Walk1.mpg in CAVIAR test case scenarios [213]. Both videos are encoded in MPEG-
1 IPPP format (one I-frame followed by 11 P-frames in one GOP) with frame rate
of 25 fps. This frame pattern (without B-frames) is common among the networked
video cameras to reduce latency in capturing and encoding.
In prioritization process, the maximum content priority, wmax is set to 4. The value
k, size of protected region around a blob, is set to 20%. Detailed explanation why
these values are chosen is presented in Section 3.2.3.
A Markov 2-state model is used to simulate the network loss. If the network
state is G (Good) then the packet is considered to be successfully received; if it is
B (Bad) then the packet is dropped. The successful arrival of a packet is generated
by the Markov model with the transition matrix [1− pGB, pGB; pBG, 1− pBG], where
pGB = 0.05, pBG = pGB(1−p)/p where p is the average loss rate. In our experiments,
p is varied from 0% (zero percent) to 10%.
An important note is that the network loss rate does not cover the loss due to
queue drop. When a packet is lost during transmission (Bad network’s state), it
will be put back into the scheduler’s queue after a window time W = RTT . If the
packet has the highest priority within the current queue, it will be retransmitted
immediately. Otherwise, it will have to wait for its retransmission chance. However,
if its playout deadline is over, the packet will be discarded from the pending buffer.
This queue loss happens even when the network loss rate is equal to zero.
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To cover different network conditions, RTT value is changed from 100ms to 300ms.
An RTT of 100ms is typical for good connections such as cable or DSL, an RTT of
200-400ms normally occurs when connecting to a remote site. The playout delay D
for each frame in both videos is 1000ms. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
value is 1500 bytes. RTP packet is assumed to be sent over IPv4 network, with IP
header of 20 bytes. All videos are streamed at their average data rate. We summarize
the experiment parameters in Table 3.1.
Symbol Meaning Value(s)
k Size of protected region (larger than blob size) 20%
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit 1500 bytes
p Average network loss rate 0%, 2%, 5%, 10%
pGB , pBG Markov transitional probabilities pGB = 0.05
W = RTT Round Trip Time 100ms, 200ms, 300ms
D Playout delay 1000 ms
wmax Content priority for macroblocks within protected regions 4
Content priority for macroblocks outside protected regions 1
Syntactic priority for packets carrying sequence/GOP headers 4
Syntactic priority for packets of I-frames 2
Syntactic priority for packets of P-frames 1
Syntactic priority for packets of B-frames 0
Table 3.1: Experiment parameters.
3.2.5.3 Frame-based prioritizing scheme
In order to study the effects of our content-based prioritizing scheme, we compare it
with a frame-based prioritizing scheme. For the sake of brevity, our content-based
prioritizing scheme is called [Blob + SEQ] scheme, and the frame-based one is named
as [PIC + SEQ] scheme.
In [PIC + SEQ] scheme, the effective priority wu of a packet u is equal to its
syntax priority wsu, which is determined by both frame type, as well as sequence/GOP
header. In our implementation, the effective priority is 2, 1 and 0 (zero) for a normal
packet u belongs to an I-, P- and B-frame, correspondingly. If packet u contains
sequence header or GOP header, its priority is increased by a value of wmax in the
same way as our scheme.
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The main difference between content-based and frame-based schemes is that in-
formation about interest regions is not used by the latter. While [Blob + SEQ]
scheme reslices based on two criteria: macroblock’s priority and slice’s size; frame-
based scheme does not care about macroblock’s priority and just groups consecutive
macroblocks into slices until the slice’s size is reaching MTU value. Consequently, the
overhead created by slicing and packetizing in frame-based scheme could be smaller
than content-based scheme, thus its videos require a smaller sending rate than content-
based prioritized video. Numeric measurements of the number of RTP packets (nRTP )
and the required sending rate r (in bytes/s, including RTP and IPv4 headers) for the
tested videos are shown in Table 3.2.
PIC + SEQ Blob + SEQ Overhead
pets2002-set1 nRTP 541 588 8.7%
r 122,333 123,850 1.2%
Walk1-man nRTP 1058 1125 6.3%
r 169,370 171,082 1.1%
Table 3.2: Overhead of content-based prioritizing scheme compared to frame-based
prioritizing scheme.
3.2.5.4 Evaluation metrics
To evaluate, we compare output videos produced by the two schemes under the same
network conditions (average loss rate, bandwidth, RTT). We are mainly concerned
with the interest regions in each frame in both subjective and objective tests.
Objectively, for each frame, we compare PSNR of the interest regions, called F-
PSNR (Focused-PSNR) instead of comparing PSNR of the whole frame. The average
PSNR (or F-PSNR) of each video is found by averaging MSE for all frames and then
applying the PSNR equation [205]. The reported values are the average values of 15
runs.
Subjectively, 19 users are invited to evaluate the output videos using MSU Con-
tinuous Quality Evaluation method, provided by MSU Perceptual Video Quality
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tool [204]. For each network configuration, we compare three output videos (out
of 15 videos) obtained from our content-based scheme with three corresponding out-
put videos (out of 15 videos) obtained from frame-based scheme. Each of these three
pairs is played side-by-side five times. The positions of our scheme’s video, and frame-
based scheme’s video are randomly changed after each playing time, and users are
not aware which is which. Users are asked to compare the quality of interest regions
(each is bounded by a green ellipse), between 2 videos. The report Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) [131, 143] for each pair is the average of MOS values from 19 users,
calculated by ITU-R BT.500-11 recommendation [136].
3.2.5.5 Results and discussion
Figure 3.4 shows frame 119th of video pets2002-set1.mpg obtained by our content-
based scheme and frame-based scheme, when the video is streamed under an average
loss rate of 5%, and RTT of 100ms. While the blob from our prioritizing scheme is
intact, it is heavily damaged if frame-based scheme is used. Similar result for video
Walk1-man.mpg is shown in Figure 3.5, when the video is streamed under an average
loss rate of 5%, and RTT of 100ms.
Quantitatively, Figure 3.6 shows the average PSNR and F-PSNR for all frames of
video Walk1-man.mpg obtained by our content-based scheme and frame-based scheme,
when the video is streamed under an average loss rate of 2% and RTT of 100ms. The
lower sub-figure compares F-PSNR results between the frame-based scheme and our
scheme. Note that blobs only appear from frame 41 to frame 186, therefore F-PSNR
values only exist within that range.
Since packets containing GOP header are highly protected in both schemes, the
quality of blobs in I-frames are equal in all schemes. However for other frames, blobs
from our scheme have much better quality while they rapidly degraded in frame-based
scheme. The reason for this could be observed from the upper sub-figure, which shows
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(a) Original video
(b) Content-based prioritizing scheme
(c) Frame-based prioritizing scheme
Figure 3.4: Video pets2002-set1 is streamed with a bandwidth equals to its aver-
age data rate, under an average network loss rate of 5% and an RTT of 100ms.
Frame 119th obtained from (a) original video, (b) content-based prioritizing scheme
[Blob + SEQ], (c) frame-based prioritizing scheme [PIC + SEQ].
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(a) Original video
(b) Content-based prioritizing scheme
(c) Frame-based prioritizing scheme
Figure 3.5: Video Walk1-man is streamed with a bandwidth equals to its average data
rate, under an average network loss rate of 5% and an RTT of 100ms. Frame 83th
obtained from (a) original video, (b) content-based prioritizing scheme [Blob + SEQ],
(c) frame-based prioritizing scheme [PIC + SEQ].
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Blob + SEQ: PSNR of whole frame
PIC  + SEQ: PSNR of whole frame
Blob + SEQ: PSNR of blobs (F−PSNR)
PIC  + SEQ: PSNR of blobs (F−PSNR)
Figure 3.6: Average PSNR and F-PSNR vs. Frame number. Video Walk1-man is
streamed with a bandwidth equals to its average data rate, under an average network
loss rate of 2% and an RTT of 100ms.
PSNR results of two schemes. While frame-based scheme gives equal protection for
all GOPs, even for GOPs containing no blobs, the content-based scheme focuses more
on GOPs related to blobs and on the blobs within each frame. In that way, the quality
of non-event GOPs and frames are sacrificed, in order to achieve better quality for
the regions of interest.
Figure 3.7 shows the average F-PSNR (with its standard deviation) of two priori-
tizing schemes for two videos pets2002-set1.mpg and Walk1-man.mpg under different
network loss rates. The F-PSNR improvement by our scheme compared to the latter,
indicated by the F-PSNR difference between two schemes, is shown in Table 3.3. Un-
der different network conditions, the videos obtained from the content-based scheme
always have a significantly higher blob’s quality than what received from the latter,
particularly around 8–11dB for pets2002-set1.mpg and 6–10dB for Walk1-man.mpg.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.5.2, a packet may be lost during transmission – de-
termined by the network loss rate – or be dropped at scheduler’s queue if its playout
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 [Blob + SEQ] and [PIC + SEQ] schemes (RTT = 200ms, pets2002−set1)







PIC  + SEQ
(a) pets2002-set1











 [Blob + SEQ] and [PIC + SEQ] schemes (RTT = 200ms, Walk1−man)







PIC  + SEQ
(b) Walk1-man
Figure 3.7: Average F-PSNR vs. Average network loss rate (streaming with average
data rate, RTT = 200ms): (a) video pets2002-set1, (b) video Walk1-man.
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Video Loss F-PSNR improvement
rate 100ms 200ms 300ms
pets2002-set1 0% 8.09 7.64 10.71
2% 8.77 8.71 7.67
5% 7.94 8.30 7.91
10% 7.99 8.60 8.13
Walk1-man 0% 5.67 5.67 5.67
2% 8.80 8.56 7.21
5% 7.94 7.09 8.25
10% 9.00 9.69 9.42
Table 3.3: F-PSNR improvement (difference) of our content-based scheme vs. the
frame-based scheme.
deadline is over. The queue loss happens because of various constraints such as play-
out deadline, transmission bandwidth – these parameters cannot have infinite values
to assure all packets are transmitted on time. Therefore, even when the network loss
rate is equal to zero, we may still have packet loss at scheduler’s queue.
We can observe the effects of these types of loss from Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3, as
follows. When the average network loss rate increases, F-PSNR values of both videos
decrease as expected. The F-PSNR decrement of videos from [Blob + SEQ] scheme
is gradual while [PIC + SEQ] scheme creates steeper declination. That is, videos
prioritized and packetized by [PIC + SEQ] scheme are more affected by network loss
than videos processed by the content-based scheme. Even so, the decline is not very
sharp, indicates the limited effects of network loss rate upon blob’s quality in this
case.
On the other hand, the effects of queue loss is rather substantial and observable
from the two following facts. First, when the only loss is due to queuing (average
network loss rate is zero), two prioritizing schemes show noticeable F-PSNR differ-
ence: 7.64 dB for pets2002-set1.mpg and 5.67 dB for Walk1-man.mpg. Second, the
F-PSNR improvements at other network loss rates are not much different from that
at zero network loss rate. It means that queue loss is the main factor in making the
difference here. This is not surprising, since blob-related packets are highly prioritized
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Blob + SEQ PIC + SEQ
MOSa σ MOSa σ
pets2002-set1 Pair 1 9.16 1.20 0.84 1.20
(loss rate = 5%, Pair 2 9.05 1.09 0.95 1.09
RTT = 100ms) Pair 3 8.39 1.53 1.61 1.53
Walk1-man Pair 1 7.78 1.88 2.22 1.88
(loss rate = 5%, Pair 2 9.13 1.28 0.87 1.28
RTT = 100ms) Pair 3 8.90 1.81 1.10 1.81
Table 3.4: Mean Opinion Score average (MOSa) and standard deviation σ calculated
by ITU-R BT.500-11 recommendation.
by [Blob + SEQ] scheme, thus they will not likely to be dropped from scheduler’s
queue. Meanwhile, they are not differentiated from non-blob packets by [PIC + SEQ]
scheme, and may lose their transmission chances to non-blob important-syntax pack-
ets.
Since PSNR may not well reflect the perceptual quality of video [311], subjective
tests with 19 users are carried out. The user set includes 5 women and 14 men, 2 video
experts and 17 non-experts. For each prioritizing scheme, we test two videos under
the following network: average network loss rate of 5%, and RTT of 100ms. The
average Mean Opinion Score results, summarized in Table 3.4, strongly confirm the
subjective improvements. Using the proposed content-based scheme, the perceptual
quality of interest regions is significantly better compared to the quality obtained by
using frame-based scheme.
3.2.5.6 Further discussion
One arising question is that what will happen if we only prioritize packets based on
its content and not include syntax data such as sequence/GOP header into the con-
sideration. Conversely, what will happen if we consider all sequence/GOP header and
picture header in the prioritizing process? Denote the first scheme [Blob], the lat-
ter [Blob + SEQ + PIC]. Figure 3.8 shows some results of these and [Blob + SEQ],
[PIC + SEQ] schemes.
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 Different prioritizing schemes (RTT = 300ms, pets2002−set1)








Blob + PIC + SEQ
PIC  + SEQ
(a) pets2002-set1











 Different prioritizing schemes (RTT = 300ms, Walk1−man)








Blob + PIC + SEQ
PIC  + SEQ
(b) Walk1-man
Figure 3.8: Average F-PSNR of different prioritizing schemes vs. Average network
loss rate (streaming with average date rate, RTT = 300ms): (a) video pets2002-set1,
(b) video Walk1-man.
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Comparing between [Blob] and [Blob + SEQ] schemes, we can see that excluding
sequence header from prioritization may even slightly increase the quality of blobs. It
happens despite the fact that the loss of a sequence/GOP header may make that whole
sequence/GOP undecodable. This is mainly due to our implementation, particularly
(i) in the video encoding process, sequence header is inserted at the beginning of
every GOP, and (ii) at the receiver, any lost sequence/GOP header is replaced by
the last successfully received header. Furthermore, while [Blob + SEQ] scheme gives
high protection for sequence/GOP header of every GOP, [Blob] scheme only protects
macroblocks/slice/packets related to blobs, whose decoding dependencies are already
taken into account during our prioritizing process. Therefore, the latter scheme may
be more efficient than the first one.
For example, in Walk1-man.mpg, blobs only appear in the lower right corner of
frame. Therefore, packets with GOP header (the first packet in I-frame) and packets
with PIC header (the first packet in all frames) usually do not contain blob-related
data. That explains the big gap between [Blob + SEQ] and [Blob], as well as be-
tween [Blob + SEQ] and [PIC + SEQ] scheme (see Figure 3.8). Giving high priority
to packets with GOP/PIC header in this case is not only unnecessary, but also may
hinder blob-related packets from being sent.
Surprisingly, considering frame type in prioritization (changing from [Blob + SEQ]
to [Blob + SEQ + PIC] scheme) does not improve the blobs’ quality, but significantly
decreases it. This is, at first, counter-intuitive since with more protection, ones may
expect better results. However, adding frame-based priority may in fact reduce our
emphasis on content and confuse the scheduler, because the priority of a high-content
low-syntax packet may equal to the priority of a non-content high-syntax packet. In
that case, there is no difference between them, and the high-content packet may lose
its slot to the non-content packet.
For instance, in [Blob + SEQ + PIC] scheme, a packet having a priority of 4 could
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(a) Blob + SEQ






















(b) Blob + SEQ + PIC
Figure 3.9: Percentage of packets vs. Packet’s priority prioritized by different schemes:
(a) [Blob + SEQ], (b) [Blob + SEQ + PIC].
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be either a packet with content priority of 3 and syntactic priority of 1 (on P-frame)
or a packet with content priority of 2 and syntactic priority of 2 (on I-frame). For
such reasons, the priority distribution of packets obtained from [Blob + SEQ + PIC]
scheme is quite different from what is produced by [Blob + SEQ] scheme (see Fig-
ure 3.9), thus could significantly affect packet scheduling and the received quality.
3.2.6 Remarks
In this section, a simple and efficient content-based priority streaming scheme for
video surveillance is proposed. In this scheme, videos are analyzed, prioritized, re-
sliced, packetized and streamed based on its visual content (regions of interest –
blobs) as well as its syntax data. To measure the quality of blobs within a frame, we
propose a new metric, named Focused-PSNR (F-PSNR), which is simply the PSNR
of blobs. Experiments show that by focusing on content instead of syntax data,
the quality of blobs could be significantly improved. Compared with frame-based
priority streaming, objective results shows a 6–11dB F-PSNR improvement by our
scheme, and subjective measurement with 19 users strongly confirms the usefulness
of our approach. Experiments with other prioritizing schemes produce some counter-
intuition results and show that a simple prioritization approach may be more effective
than an over-protective prioritizing scheme.
3.3 FEC for content-based priority streaming
3.3.1 Introduction
Reed-Solomon (RS) code is one of the most popular Forward Error Correction (FEC)
methods to reduce the effects of packet loss in multimedia transmission [65, 224,
274, 304, 315]. The beauty of RS code is that given K original packets, if (N − K)
RS-coded packets are generated and sent together with these original packets, the
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original packets could be recovered if at least K out of these N packets are received.
Nevertheless, how to determine K, N , and how to choose which K original packets to
protect are normally dependent on application requirements and network conditions.
Larger K means longer waiting time and larger buffer at the receiver. Higher code
rate K/N means less overhead in exchange of lower protection ability. Since in this
section, we only use RS-code FEC and not any other method of FEC (e.g., parity
code, media-specific FEC [224]), the shorter term “FEC” is be used instead of the
term “RS-code FEC” hereafter.
Various works have shown that compared to fixed FEC, better results could be
achieved if the values of K and K/N are adjusted according to packets’ importance,
network loss rate, Round Trip Time (RTT), bandwidth, etc., [202,274,314]. In these
Unequal Error Protection (UEP) schemes, original packets are usually classified at
the frame level and protected based on their importance to the decoder. For example,
packets from I-frame, P-frames, and B-frames could be divided into 3 classes [314,315].
Cai et al. [45,46] classify MPEG-4 video data into two classes: one includes important
data such as I-frames, Video Object Plane header, Video Packet header; the other
contains texture data. Accordingly, a syntax-based FEC scheme will try to maximize
a syntax-based quality metric, such as frame rate [314] or video frame’s PSNR [46].
These quality measurements, however, may not be sufficient, and of importance, to
applications such as video surveillance, video conferencing, and telemedicine. In these
applications, certain regions within frames could be more important to the users than
the others. Let’s consider a surveillance video, which usually contains many idle and
non-event segments interleaved with some short bursts of events. Within each eventful
video segment, some frames may be more essential to the users than the others. In
each frame, users may only focus on certain regions of interest, such as human, cars,
colorful objects, or moving objects, and do not care about the rest. Ultimately, the
quality of what users focus on would be their yardstick to judge quality of the whole
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video. Therefore, it would be better to protect the actual content that users are
interested in, rather than the important syntactic data.
In a distributed video surveillance system, video from multiple surveillance cam-
eras could be captured and sent to a processing server. The processing server may
detect motion in a scene, highlight and track moving objects (blobs) in the video,
then transmits the video to remote users over network links, which are often lossy
and have limited bandwidth. Naturally, these blobs would be users’ regions of interest
and they should be prioritized, protected and transmitted with higher priority.
Section 3.2 deals extensively with content-based prioritization. For protection dur-
ing streaming, it relies on a simple priority retransmission scheme, in which packet
with higher priority will be sent first. It demonstrated that prioritizing then stream-
ing packets (with retransmission) based on semantic regions of interest could bring
about substantial quality improvements. For example, content-based priority stream-
ing could produce blobs’ quality 6-11dB higher than what obtained by frame-based
priority streaming.
While this section take advantages of the content-based prioritizing scheme from
Section 3.2, we shift our focus to FEC protection (see Figure 3.10). Particularly, we
investigate the following questions: (i) How to allocate FEC for a set of prioritized
packets to maximize its expected total priority? (ii) Would it be better to use content-
based priority, rather than frame type, in classifying packets and allocating FEC
protection?
We propose a general content-based FEC scheme in which packets are selected and
protected based on their content-based priority. Our experiments show that content-
based FEC (FEC with packets’ content-based priority) always produces better quality
than frame-based FEC (FEC with frame-based information).
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.3.2 gives an overview of


































Figure 3.10: The content-based priority streaming prototype with FEC.
are presented. Section 3.3.4 talks about our prototype’s implementation, evaluation
metrics, and experiment results. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.2 Related works
In Section 3.2.2, we have already talked about works on content-based prioritization.
This section will briefly present some related research on content-based FEC.
Content-based protection could be carried out at different phases: encoding or
transmission. Content-based encoding has been studied and applied extensively,
e.g., for objects coding in MPEG-4 [53, 294] and Region of Interest (ROI) coding
in JPEG 2000 [43]. In content-based transmission, source and channel coding (e.g.,
FEC [104], interleaving [62]) are usually combined with content’s information to de-
termine level of protection [104], to allocate appropriate bandwidth [33, 318] or bit
rate [166,333,334].
While Section 3.2 focuses on content-based prioritization and retransmission-based
loss recovery, this section focuses on channel coding to protect packets with FEC.
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Furthermore, we assume that packets have been already packetized and prioritized
by our content-based prioritizing scheme, instead of considering both source and
channel coding at the same time like Frossard’s work [104].
The problem of how to optimize the FEC allocation is not new and has been
widely studied in various works [45, 46, 198, 202, 274, 280, 313–315]. Generally, FEC
is calculated for a small number of frames or packets, e.g., a GOP of 15–25 frames,
to reduce the waiting time and buffer size at receivers [45, 280, 313–315]. Packets in
each group could be classified into different data classes based on type of the frame
they belong to, their contribution to output video in terms of visual quality or frame
rate [198, 313–315], or their potential distortion level [45, 46], etc. After that, the
FEC allocation problem is reduced to finding how many FEC packets to protect how
many original packets in each data classes, so that our objective is optimized. This
is usually achieved by exhaustive search or using Lagrange method.
Normally, the criteria using to divide packets into class are closely related the
quality we want to optimize. If frame type is used in classifying, the objective is
often to maximize the reconstructed frame rate. If quality distortion is used, the
objective is either maximizing the video quality or minimizing total distortion.
While most works focus on frame level and classify packets based on their frame
type, we focus at packet level – where FEC actually happens – and classify them based
on their priority. Such priority value could be assigned based on their semantic con-
tent, their frame type, etc. Besides, while most works assume that each frame/layer
will be wholly protected by FEC, we allow partial protection, i.e., FEC protection for
only a number of packets within a class. The details of our optimized FEC allocation
schemes and more subtle differences will be presented and discussed in Section 3.3.3.
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3.3.3 Content-based FEC scheme
In this section, we will describe how to apply our content-priority FEC scheme for
a set of original packets O, say all packets from 1 GOP. Section 3.2 showed that by
giving high priority for packet with content or carrying sequence/GOP header, the
quality of blobs could be significantly improved compared to frame-based prioriti-
zation. Therefore, we assumed that packets are prioritized using our content-based
scheme ([Blob + SEQ] prioritizing scheme) described in Section 3.2.3. By that way,
only one packet carrying sequence/GOP header has a priority higher than wmax in
each GOP, all other packets will have priority within the range of [1,wmax].
A common optimization objective is to minimize the overall distortion [59, 105,
173,280]. While it is possible to optimize this objective in our framework in general,
the application domain we are studying deals with live, real-time video streams. In
such scenario, computing the distortion values for every packet is not feasible. We
therefore opt to optimize based on total priority, which is easier to compute than
distortion.
Our scheme consists of two main steps. First, all packets in the GOP are classified
into different data classes based on their priority. Then, for each classes we choose
how many and which original packets should be protected, and the number of FEC
packets should be used in order to maximize the expected total priority of the GOP,
given the transmission rate constraint and average network loss rate.
3.3.3.1 Packet classification
We divide packets into vmax = wmax = 4 data classes as follows.
• Data class O4: contains packets with wu ≥ 4.
• Data class O3: contains packets with wu = 3.
• Data class O2: contains packets with wu = 2.
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• Data class O1: contains packets with wu = 1.
Thus, data class Ov contains more important packets than data class Ov′ , with v >
v′. We then could protect each class with different number of FEC packets, depending
on the class’s importance. Note that if wmax is larger than 4, the priority range [1, wmax]
could and should be divided into several sub-ranges, so that the maximum number
of data class vmax is small.
3.3.3.2 Packet selection and FEC allocation
To show how to allocate FEC for a set of original packets O from a GOP, we denote:
• nG: The number of frames within the GOP.
• f : Frame rate of the video [fps].
• Ov: The set of original packets in data class v, v = 1..vmax.
• n(Ov): Number of packets in Ov.
• s(Ov): Size (in bytes) of the largest-size packet in Ov.
• Sv: The set of original packets which are chosen from Ov to be sent.
• n(Sv): Number of packets in Sv.
• Fv: The set of FEC packets protecting Sv.
• n(Fv): Number of packets in Fv.
• p: Average network packet loss rate.
• MTU : Maximum Transmission Unit (e.g., 1500 bytes).
• B: The actual sending budget [bytes] used to send Sv and Fv, v = 1..vmax.
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• Bm: The maximum sending budget [bytes] could be allocated to send Sv and
Fv, v = 1..vmax.
• R: The maximum network transmission rate [bytes/s] could be used.
• W : The expected total priority after sending Sv and Fv, v = 1..vmax
The value of Bm could be determined from the transmission rate R, the number





Packet selection: Since Bm may be limited compared to the video’s requirement,
not all packets of the set O could be sent. Therefore, we need to select which classes
and which packets within each class to protect first.
From Section 3.2.3, we see that a macroblock is prioritized based on their semantic
content and its reference relationship with macroblocks from other frames. Obviously,
less important content (e.g., background packets) could be discarded to send more
important packets (e.g., blob-related ones). Beside, a packet with higher priority not
only carries more important macroblocks, but could also be referred by packets with
lower priority during decoding process. Therefore, all packets in data class Ov should
be selected first before packets in data class Ov′ if v > v
′. That is, data classes Ov
would be selected in the order of decreasing v (from vmax to 1).
Within a data class Ov, if a packet u has earlier deadline than packet u
′ then
u should be selected first. Because u could be a reference of u′, losing u would be
more devastated than losing u′. To be more accurate, we can further divide packets
within each data class Ov into 3 sub-classes based on their frame type, then select
packets within each class based on their frame type, e.g., I-frame sub-class first, then
P-frame sub-class, then B-frame sub-class. However, it will substantially increase the
computing time, since the number of classes (and parameters) is tripled.
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FEC allocation: The probability that the set Sv, protected by Fv and sent over a
link with loss rate p, will be successfully reconstructed at the receiver is the probability
that at least K = n(Sv) packets will be received out of N = n(Sv) + n(Fv) packets.









In short, the FEC allocation problem is to find n(Sv), n(Fv) for all data classes
to maximize the expected total priority W , subject to the sending budget constraint.
Assuming that the maximum protect ratio n(Fv)/n(Ov) = 1/1, mathematically, we





{[n(Sv) + n(Fv)]× s(Ov)} (3.5)
satisfies the condition
Bm −MTU < B ≤ Bm (3.6)




[q (n(Sv) + n(Fv), n(Sv), p)× n(Sv)× v] (3.7)
The expected total priority W is estimated in Equation 3.7, with the assumption
that all packets in class Ov having priority of v. It is not accurate since in class O4, the
packet carrying sequence/GOP header has a priority higher than v = vmax = wmax = 4.
This assumption, however, will not change the result of the FEC allocation.
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Furthermore, the sending budget B is estimated by Equation 3.5 with the as-
sumption that all packets in data class Ov and FEC class Fv have the size of s(Ov).
Since our packetizing process tries to put as much data as possible into a packet until
reaching the MTU limit, the size of most packets would be similar (around and less
than MTU).
Note that for the sending budget constraint in Equation 3.6, we require both lower
bound and upper bound for the sending budget B. The upper bound is to prevent
the sending budget exceeding the maximum sending budget Bm, like in other works.
The lower bound means that if we still have room to send one more packet (size less
than MTU), we will. This is to make sure that the whole maximum sending budget
Bm would be used. Besides, when we do exhaustive search in the decreasing direction
– n(Sv) from n(Ov) to 0, and n(Fv) from n(Sv) to 0 – this lower bound could be used
as a break condition to substantially reduce the searching space and time.
The content-based FEC scheme could be easily modified to become a frame-based
FEC scheme. The main modification is in packet classification step, in which packets
are divided into classes solely based on the frame type they are belong to, instead of
based on their priority. Therefore, we will have 3 classes if the GOP has all I-, P-,
B-frames, or only 2 classes if the GOP has I-, P-frames. Packet selection and FEC
allocation procedure could be applied without any changes.
3.3.4 Experiments and results
The purpose of our experiments is to study the effects of different FEC schemes on
the streaming quality of surveillance videos. While content-based FEC scheme uses
priority of packets – indicator of their content’s importance – to classify and allocate
FEC protection, frame-based FEC scheme uses frame type information. Both schemes
optimize their FEC allocation for a given set of content-based prioritized packets,
given a sending budget constraint and packet loss probability.
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Similar adaptive frame-based FEC schemes, which optimize and adjust FEC allo-
cation according to rate constraint and loss, have been compared with Equal-Error-
Protection (EEP), fixed-FEC, or non-FEC schemes in various works [46,274,313,314].
All conclude that adaptive FEC schemes always has better performance than EEP,
fixed-FEC and non-FEC schemes. Therefore, the latter schemes are not considered
in our experiments.
3.3.4.1 Prototype implementation
Figure 3.10 shows the main components of our simulation prototype. The processing
server will automatically detect and track blobs in each video frame of the input video.
Each frame is expected to be played at the receiver after a playout delay. Macroblocks
are prioritized, grouped into slices, which are in turn grouped into packets. Packets
are prioritized according the content and syntax data they carries.
After a GOP is processed, its prioritized packets are divided into classes and
protected by FEC, using one of the schemes described in Section 3.3.3. Original and
FEC packets are then transmitted to remote users (receivers) over a lossy link, after
a random network delay around RTT/2. A packet is considered totally lost if it is
not successfully received before its playout deadline. In this section, we assume the
playout delay is long enough so that no packet is late, thus all loss are due to network
loss – determined by an average network loss rate.
At the receiver side, packet are received and recovered using FEC, without any
retransmission. Original and recovered packets are then passed to frame reassembler
to reassemble frame data. If sequence or GOP or picture header is lost, it will be
replaced by the corresponding last-successfully-received header. Data are then passed
to the frame decoder component, which will decode frames to produce the output
video and conceal any loss if occurs. A lost macroblock (or frame) will be replaced
by its corresponding last-successfully-received macroblock (or frame).
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The object tracking component is realized by modifying the blobtrack module in
OpenCV version 1.0 (Open Source Computer Vision Library) [1]. Other components
are implemented in C++ using Dal´ı Multimedia Library [215] and mnt (Multimedia
Network Toys) [214].
3.3.4.2 Test data and experiment settings
Our experiments use two video surveillance videos from PETS benchmark datasets.
The first video (pets2002-set1.mpg) consists of 142 frames (640x240 pixels) ex-
tracted from the video people test dataset1.mpg [212]. The second video, named
Walk1-man.mpg, consists of 200 frames (384x288 pixels) extracted from the video
Walk1.mpg in CAVIAR test case scenarios [213]. Both videos are encoded in MPEG-
1 IPPP format (one I-frame followed by 11 P-frames in one GOP) with frame rate
of 25 fps. This frame pattern (without B-frames) is common among the networked
video cameras to reduce latency in capturing and encoding. The average data rate
of pets2002-set1.mpg is about 124000 bytes/s, and that of Walk1-man.mpg is about
172000 bytes/s.
A Markov 2-state model is used to simulate the network packet loss probability,
which is the only reason for loss in this case since no delay is considered. If the network
state is G (Good) then the packet is considered to be successfully received; if it is B
(Bad) then the packet is either late or corrupted. The successful arrival of a packet is
generated by the Markov model with the transition matrix [1−pGB, pGB; pBG, 1−pBG],
where pGB = 0.05, pBG = pGB(1 − p)/p where p is the average loss rate. In our
experiments, p is varied from 0% to 10%.
Since FEC is normally used when retransmission is not applicable, for example,
when RTT is large or larger than the delay requirement, our experiments are carried
out with the RTT value of 300ms. It means one-way delay of 150ms, which is around
the upper-bound value of one-way delay for two-way videophone or interactive appli-
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cations, according to ITU recommendation [134]. The Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) value is 1500 bytes. RTP packet is assumed to be sent over IPv4 networks,
with IP header of 20 bytes. Videos are streamed at different transmission rates, varied
from 60% to 140% of their average data rates.
Since we want to study how different FEC schemes affects the streaming quality
of a video, not how to schedule packets from different videos, in our experiments only
one video is processed and streamed at a time.
3.3.4.3 Evaluation metrics and results
To evaluate, we compare output videos protected by the two FEC schemes under the
same network conditions (average loss rate, bandwidth, RTT). For each frame, we
compare F-PSNR, which is the PSNR of interest regions within the videos, instead
of comparing PSNR of the whole frame. Our tests in Section 3.2 already showed
that F-PSNR is highly correlated with the subjective quality perceived by users and
measured by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) metric. The reported values are the average
values of 15 runs.
Figure 3.11 shows the original frame 62th of video pets2002-set1.mpg and the
corresponding frame obtained by our content-based FEC scheme and frame-based
FEC scheme, when the video is streamed with a bandwidth equals to its average data
rate, under an average loss rate of 5%, and RTT of 300ms. Both frames obtained from
these two schemes are damaged, however content-based FEC scheme leaves the blob
intact and shift most damaging effects to less important areas. The inverse result is
seen in the frame obtained by frame-based FEC scheme, since blobs are not put in
high level protection here.
Figure 3.12 shows the average F-PSNR of pets2002-set1.mpg and Walk1-man.mpg,
when they are protected by different FEC schemes, then streamed at transmission
rates equal to their average data rate and under different packet loss rates. It is clear
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(a) Original video
(b) Content-based FEC scheme
(c) Frame-based FEC scheme
Figure 3.11: Video Walk1-man is streamed with a bandwidth equals to its average
data rate, under an average network loss rate of 5% and an RTT of 300ms. Frame 62th
(P-frame) obtained from (a) original video, (b) content-based FEC scheme, (c) frame-
based FEC scheme.
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 F−PSNR vs. Loss rate (RTT = 300ms, pets2002−set1)






















 F−PSNR vs. Loss rate (RTT = 300ms, Walk1−man)













Figure 3.12: Average F-PSNR vs. Average network loss rate (streaming with average
data rate, RTT = 300ms): (a) video pets2002-set1, (b) video Walk1-man.
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that the blob’s quality obtained from the content-based FEC scheme is always higher
than that obtained from the latter scheme. The F-PSNR differences are around 2–
3dB for both videos, which are equivalent with 10–17% improvement compared to
frame-based FEC scheme.
Figure 3.13 shows the average F-PSNR of the two videos when they are streamed
under different network transmission rates, and an average packet loss of 5%. The
x-axis is transmission rate ratio r, which is equal to the ratio between network trans-
mission rate and video’s average data rate. Let’s consider the video Walk1-man.mpg.
At the transmission rate ratio of 0.6, the quality of blob obtained by content-based
FEC is 4.6dB or 36% higher than that from frame-based FEC scheme. This im-
provement decreases when the transmission rate is increased, from 20% (3.4dB) at
r = 0.8% to 12% (2.5dB) at r = 1.2. The performances of two FEC schemes only con-
verge when the transmission rate ratio r is 1.4 times higher than the average data rate
of Walk1-man.mpg. Even at this high ratio, content-based FEC scheme still manages
to obtain an improvement as high as 13% (2.64dB) in the case of pets2002-set1.mpg.
3.3.5 Remarks
We proposed a efficient scheme, named content-based FEC, to classify and optimize
FEC allocation based on packet’s content-based priority. Compared to frame-based
FEC scheme where frame type information is used for packet classifying and FEC
allocating, the proposed content-based FEC scheme could achieve an improvement
of 10–17% under normal conditions. At higher packet loss rates or severer band-
width constraint, our scheme could outperform frame-based FEC scheme from 17%
to 36%. The results showed that by protecting what is important to users (e.g., blobs
within frames), rather than what is important to the video itself (e.g., I-frames), the
perceived quality could be significant improved.
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 F−PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio (RTT = 300ms, pets2002−set1)






















 F−PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio (RTT = 300ms, Walk1−man)













Figure 3.13: Average F-PSNR vs. Average network loss rate (streaming with average
packet loss of 5%, RTT = 300ms): (a) video pets2002-set1,(b) video Walk1-man.
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3.4 Summary
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. Firstly, we pro-
posed prioritization of video packets for streaming based on the semantics of the
video. Our approach is a departure from the conventional approach, where prior-
itization is based on syntax. Secondly, we proposed a simple but effective way to
prioritize packets based on visual content of the video. Instead of focusing on cod-
ing, the proposed scheme focuses on prioritizing and scheduling of packets, which is
simpler and faster, and works with commodity networked video cameras. Thirdly, a
simple metric, named Focused-PSNR (F-PSNR), was proposed to measure the quality
of interest regions within a frame. Finally, we presented an optimized content-based
FEC scheme to classify and protect video packets based on their content contribution.
Experiments show that significant improvements could be obtained with our pro-
posed approaches. With retransmission-based scheduling and streaming, content-
based prioritizing scheme can achieve 6-11dB improvement in quality of tracked object
(blob) compared to frame-based prioritizing scheme. When FEC is used instead of
retransmission during streaming, content-based FEC scheme can outperform frame-
based FEC scheme by 10–17% in terms of blob’s quality (2–3dB) if videos are trans-
mitted at their average data rate. If transmission rates are much lower, for example,
equal to 60% of the average data rates, content-based FEC scheme can achieve an





The key is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule,
but to schedule your priorities.
—Stephen R. Covey
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we have shown that by prioritizing video based on semantic content
then streaming packets based on their priority, significant improvement in perceptual
quality could be achieved. In our experiments, we used a modified version of First-
Fit algorithm, which always sends the highest-priority packet first. This scheduling
scheme, by emphasizing packet’s priority, seems to be a natural candidate to schedule
prioritized packets.
However, what would happen if we schedule packets based on their deadline, in-
stead of their priority? Would it be better if we consider both priority and deadline at
the same time? Or would it be even better if additional information about networks,
such as RTT, is used in making schedule decisions? The purpose of this chapter is
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to study what and how information about packets and network should be used in
scheduling prioritized packets.
In the literature, the most common packet’s features to be used in scheduling are
deadline and priority. Usually, schedulers either implicitly or explicitly use informa-
tion on priority (the packet’s contribution/effect on the quality of reconstructed data)
and/or deadline – the latest time that the packet has to be received. For example,
priority-based scheduling for layered or MPEG video is studied in [20, 219, 277] and
time-based scheduling is studied by Shakkottai and Srikant [256].
Using either priority or deadline (but not both) to schedule packets may not work
well in multimedia streaming. It is easy to find situations where earlier-deadline
low-priority packets should be sent first, and other situations where less-urgent but
higher-priority packets should be sent first. For example, let’s consider the case
when the pending packets are from a video I-frame with high priority and a playback
delay of 1 second, and a B-frame with a lower priority but a very short playback
delay. If only priority is used to decide the sending order, we may only send I-frame
packets. In contrast, both I-frame and B-frame packets may be sent if packet’s time
is used. On the other hand, let’s recall a common scenario in many applications,
e.g., video surveillance, where packets within a frame have the same deadline but
different priorities. If only deadline is considered, packets may be sent in a random
or round-robin manner, and a high-priority packet can lose its transmission chance
to lower-priority packets.
Some works consider a combination of various factors. For example, Chakareski
et al. [50] proposes to send packets based on their inter-dependencies and their role
in error concealment, with consideration of RTT, loss rate, and bandwidth. For each
packet, the relationship with other packets and its role in error concealment indicate
its priority. Another interesting work by Krasic et al. [163] proposes translating the
user’s preferences – temporal or spacial – into the assignment of priority to the packets.
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This can also be viewed as information on the application types that is passed to the
schedulers.
Ideally, schedulers should be aware of various information from different layers,
such as the coding nature of data, the network conditions and the applications in-
volved. The data coding affects not only the bandwidth consumption but also the
sending order, which should be partly decided based on the data dependencies given
by the coding scheme. Network conditions such as loss rate, RTT may vary over
time and greatly affect the successful arrival of packets. In addition, different types
of applications generate packets with different statistical properties, the requirements
of perceptual quality may be different, therefore packet scheduling policy should be
changed accordingly.
However, in many cases, gathering such information and passing it to schedulers
across various layers are infeasible. This is especially true when the schedulers reside
in a lower layer. Even if they can receive all information, processing such information
may become a burden. Thus, it is equally obvious that we may not include all kinds
of information in the scheduling process.
Furthermore, schedulers may operate in a heterogeneous environment and may
have to simultaneously deal with data from different sources with different coding
structures. If scheduling is expected between intermediate network nodes, information
about packet abstraction should be compact enough to be stored in packet headers.
Hence, it is desirable to use common and simple information in the scheduling process.
We believe that both priority and deadline are important, since they often repre-
sent the temporal and hierarchical dependencies within most multimedia data. For
example, in our case, packets with user’s interested regions are assigned higher pri-
ority than others using the content-based prioritizing scheme proposed in Chapter 3.
The priority of a packet also reflects the dependency relationship of its macroblocks
with macroblocks from other packets. However, knowing the packet’s priority does
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not tell anything about its deadline. Therefore, considering only one of them is not
enough: we should take into account both properties while scheduling packets.
One of our focuses is how to use these two properties in scheduling. Should we
always send the packet with highest priority first or the packet with earliest deadline
first? Or would it be better if both priority and deadline are considered at the same
time in making schedule decisions?
Another question is that will additional network information, such as RTT, be
helpful for packet scheduling? Packet scheduling decisions are about when to send
packets1. Therefore, knowing the RTT value may help schedulers to answer many
important questions, such as how long it would take a packet to reach receivers (e.g.,
RTT/2), and when a packet may be considered a lost packet (e.g., after an RTT
without receiving an ACK).
To answer these questions, we study the performance of five different scheduling
schemes. The modified version of the algorithm FirstFit [51], presented in Chap-
ter 3, schedules packets primarily based on their priority. The scheduler Urgent sends
packets based on their deadline first. Meanwhile, the modified version of GenFlag [66],
namely GenFlag2 employs both deadline and priority in making schedule decision.
Two new scheduling algorithms are designed with RTT consideration. The first
scheme, named GenFlagNet, is modified from GenFlag2. The second, named EoH,
uses the same RTT consideration like GenFlagNet but gives the earliest-deadline
packets more chances than GenFlagNet and GenFlag2 do.
Our experiments show that the order in which packet’s deadline and priority
are used greatly affects the received quality. The difference between FirstFit and
Urgent, in terms of F-PSNR, is around 4–5dB under an average packet loss rate of
2–5% and could be as high as 20–25dB when there is no network loss (queuing loss
still occurs).
1Packet allocation and protection decisions (such as deciding the number of packets to retransmit
or the number of FEC packets), on the other hand, is more related to the loss rate.
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Meanwhile, considering both deadline and priority at the same time could improve
quality in some scenarios. However, the improvement, compared to the best performer
between FirstFit and Urgent, is not really significant. Surprisingly, taking RTT into
consideration does not help much either, e.g., the difference between GenFlag2 and
GenFlagNet is only about 1–2dB in most of the cases.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 will briefly describe
some related works in scheduling area. The scheduling model and all algorithms
are presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we study the performance of studied
schedulers in different scenarios and Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Related works
In this section, we will briefly describe the use of priority and deadline for scheduling in
various applications, from job scheduling in operating systems, multimedia streaming
to general online scheduling.
Priority-based scheduling has been extensively studied in operating system re-
search. For example, most Unix/Linux operating systems schedule requests based on
their dynamic priorities, which are periodically changed according to the requests’ sta-
tus [67,76]. Similarly, thread schedulers (dispatchers) in Windows NT/2000/CE/XP
also serve the request with highest priority first and if there are several requests with
the same priority value, a round robin scheme is applied [176,319]. However, one main
problem with priority-based schemes is that they are not suitable for applications like
data acquisition, robotic control or multimedia streaming, where results are normally
wasted if their deadlines are over. To address this problem, various works have been
proposed to improve the time-awareness of operating systems [67,153,176,297].
Similarly, each multimedia packet usually has a deadline, beyond which the packet
would be useless even if it is successfully received. In addition, many multimedia
objects are encoded in a way that different packets have different priorities and the
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usability of most packets is dependent on others. Therefore, it is natural that both
properties should be used in scheduling multimedia packets. However, most current
multimedia schedulers are either priority-based [20,219,277] or time-based [22,256].
Some works consider both priority and deadline. In the work by Chakareski
et al. [50], the priority of a packet is indicated by its interdependencies with other
packets and its role in error concealment. RTT, loss rate and bandwidth are also
considered in the scheduling problem. However, the complexity of the solution makes
it difficult to apply in online streaming. Krasic et al. proposed to group packets in
windows based on time, and then stream them based on their priority [163]. This
scheme is, in a way, similar to the idea of Urgent algorithm we study here.
In our streaming model (see Figure 1.1 and Figure 3.2), packets may reach sched-
ulers in a disorderly manner due to the probabilistic behavior of the sources of mul-
timedia objects and the network behavior. For example, an already sent packet may
be lost and put back into the scheduler’s queue. When the number of incoming
packets exceeds the system capacity, schedulers have to decide which packets to drop
and which packets to serve. In normal applications, all packets are treated in the
same way, thus are normally dropped in a random way. In our case, different packet
may have different priority, based on its semantic contribution, and different deadline.
Therefore, schedulers have to treat each packet differently, and their decision problem
should be solved by using online scheduling algorithms.
Online scheduling, since its first introduction by Graham [116] in 1966, has been
studied and applied for various applications from distributed computing [6], load bal-
ancing [26] to buffer management in QoS networks. Under online setting, schedulers
cannot see the entire input instance since requests (or jobs) arrive unpredictably over
time and therefore they have to schedule based on the current knowledge.
A tool to measure the worst-case performance of online scheduling algorithms is
the notion of competitive ratio, introduced by Sleator and Tarjan [267]. An online
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algorithm is c − competitive if for any input instance, its gain is at least 1/c of the
optimal gain provided by the off-line algorithm.
Mansour et al. [191] proposed a greedy algorithm as a preemptive queuing policy,
in which (i) the size of each request is one byte, and (ii) the buffer is a FIFO (First-In-
First-Out) queue. Therefore, their schedule problem becomes a buffer management
problem, and the greedy algorithm simply drops the lowest value bytes when an
overflow occurs. This greedy algorithm was proved to have a competitive ratio of
4 and then a ratio of 2 by Kesselman et al. [155]. Further improvements of the
algorithm were presented by Kesselman et al. [156] and Mahdian et al. [189] to have
better competitive ratio of 1.983 and 1.75 respectively.
In 2001, Chang et al. [51] considered a similar problem of scheduling requests with
different values, sizes, deadlines and release times. However, the size of requests can
be cut down by the scheduler and partially served requests also contribute to the
total value of service. He proposed two algorithms, namely FirstFit and EndFit,
and showed that both have a competitive ratio of 2. Later, Chin et al. [60] proposed a
deterministic algorithm (MIX) with a competitive ratio of e/(e− 1) ≈ 1.582, in which
jobs are shared between k processors.
In 2004, Bartal et al. [23] proposed two algorithms to online schedule unit-size jobs
with a non-negative real weight (priority) and integer release time and deadline. The
first algorithm, called RMix, was a randomized algorithm and was proved to have a
competitive ratio of e/(e−1). The deterministic algorithm, namely Edfα, was proved
to have a competitive ratio of 2−2/s+o(1/s). It is obvious that this ratio approaches
to 2 as s increases. Because of the nature of our problem, we are interested in the
s-bounded case where the deadline of each and every request is within s time units of
its release time. In fact, if all requests are s-bounded (i.e their deadlines are within
s time units of their release times), the schedule problem is equivalent to the buffer
management problem with s-bounded delay.
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The most recent work that is closely related to ours was shown by Chrobak
et al. [66]. In their buffer management problem, packets have unit size, real weight
and integral release time and deadline, therefore they can be transmitted only at in-
teger time steps. A deterministic online algorithm called GenFlag with a competitive
ratio of 64/33 ≈ 1.939 was proposed and was the first deterministic algorithm with
a ratio better than 2. We conducted a few experiments and found that in most mul-
timedia streaming scenarios, GenFlag was the best performer compared to RMix,
Edf, EndFit. Therefore, GenFlag would be used in this study.
4.3 The scheduling model and algorithms
4.3.1 The scheduling model
We consider a system in which one sender is connected with one receiver via a lossy
link. The sender wants to send one or multiple streams of packets to the receiver in
a constant transmission rate R. Figure 3.2 shows the diagram of our system.
Packets could be newly generated and/or retransmission packets of the lost ones.
Before transmitting into the network link, packets will be queued at the sender buffer.
The buffer manager (or scheduler) can drop a packet out of the queue, e.g., when its
deadline is over. However, pre-emption, i.e., disrupting the sending of a packet to
send another one, is not allowed. Because the scheduler sees each packet as a request
to be scheduled, we use the terms packet and request interchangeably hereafter.
Since we want to study the effects of using priority and deadline on scheduling, we
assume that the buffer size is large enough so that no queueing packet is dropped due
to buffer shortage. In the context of multimedia streaming where packets need to be
received after a limited delay (e.g., a few GOPs or seconds), the number of packets
within the buffer at anytime is also limited. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that streaming servers could have enough scheduling buffer for such data. With that,
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we can eliminate the effects of buffer size on scheduling performance, and focus on
what we want to study.
Each packet j is represented by 3 positive real and 1 positive integer values: its
release time st(j), deadline dl(j), its priority v(j), and size sz(j) (integer, in bytes).
Note that the size and release time of a packet are implicit information and always
available to the scheduler. However, the deadline and priority are needed to be
passed to the scheduler. The span of a packet j is the time interval [st(j), dl(j)].
The span corresponds to the playout delay of the data stream, which has different
values for different types of data and applications. For example, the playout delay
of video streaming applications should be less than 10s, while the delay of two-way
conversational videos should be less than 400ms [134].
At each sending opportunity, say at time t, the scheduler A will decide which
packet should be sent. Only one packet can be sent at any time t. Packet j is pending
in the scheduler at t if st(j) < t < dl(j) and j has not been sent. If its deadline
dl(j) > t, packet j will be removed from the buffer of pending packets. The aim of a
scheduler is to maximize the expected received quality.
Note that the transmission links may be lossy and may have time-vary delay,
thus a packet may be lost or may reach the receiver later than its deadline. If the
sender does not receive the acknowledgement of the packet j from the receiver after
a certain windows time W , it will put the packet j into the buffer again if dl(j) ≤ t.
The window timeW could be a pre-defined value or equal to the network RTT, which
could be easily estimated, e.g., by using ping, RTCP protocol (see Section 1.3.2.2).
To facilitate the descriptions of followed scheduling algorithms, we denote Qt the
set of pending packets within the scheduler’s queue at the sending opportunity t, ht
the highest-priority packet of Qt, and et the earliest-deadline packet of Qt.
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4.3.2 Scheduler FirstFit – Highest-priority first
The original algorithm FirstFit [51] only uses priority, and no other information,
to schedule packets. Particularly, it always serves the pending packet with highest
priority. In this section, we modify FirstFit to take packet’s deadline and size into
the consideration.
Our modified version of FirstFit, called in short FirstFit here, sends packets with
highest priority first. Pending packets are ordered according to their priority, and the
scheduler sends the packet with highest priority first. In case v(i) = v(j), the tie-
breaking rule is to favor the packet with an earlier deadline, so the earliest-deadline
packet among these two will be sent first. If v(i) = v(j) and dl(i) = dl(j), the packet
with a larger size will be chosen. This is because under the same coding scheme
and coding parameters, with the same priority and deadline, intuitively packets with
more data would contribute more than packets with smaller size. The algorithm is
presented as follows.
At every sending opportunity t, do the following.
1. Update the set of pending packets Qt (remove packets with deadline later
than t and add new coming packets).
2. Schedule the highest-priority packet ht using the tie-breaking rule.
4.3.3 Scheduler Urgent – Earliest-deadline first
The algorithm Urgent always sends the pending packet with earliest deadline first. In
case dl(i) = dl(j), the tie-breaking rule is to send the packet with a higher priority.
If dl(i) = dl(j) and v(i) = v(j), the packet with larger size will be chosen. The
algorithm is shown in details as follows.
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At every sending opportunity t, do the following.
1. Update the set of pending packets Qt.
2. Schedule the earliest-deadline packet et (use tie-breaking rule if necessary).
4.3.4 Scheduler GenFlag2 – Priority and deadline
Proposed by Chrobak to solve a buffer management problem [66], the deterministic
algorithm GenFlag assumes packets have unit size, real weight and integral release
time and deadline, thus can be transmitted only at integer time. It is proven to have
a competitive ratio of 64/33 with α = 7/11 and β = 8/11.
In essence, at every sending opportunity t, GenFlag considers only a subset Q
′
t of
the set of pending packets Qt. This subset Q
′
t consists of those packets with priority
larger than a certain threshold. The earliest-deadline packet e
′
t within this subset
and the highest-priority packet ht are then considered to be sent. Generally, GenFlag
would alternatively schedule e
′
t (when eF lag = false) and ht (when eF lag = true).
However it puts more favor on the earlier packet e
′
t by applying the following two
rules: (i) If eF lag = false, packet e
′
t of current Q
′
t will be sent. However if e
′
t = ht




t′ will be sent, (ii) If eF lag = true (i.e., the highest-
priority packet ht should be sent) but e
′
t has a certain priority and urgent deadline
then it will be sent instead.
To apply GenFlag in multimedia streaming scenarios where packets may have
different sizes, step 4 of the original algorithm is slightly changed. The modified
algorithm, named GenFlag2, is shown below.
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Set eFlag = false.
At every sending opportunity t, do the following.
1. Update the set of pending packets Qt.
2. Find the highest-priority packet ht (use tie-breaking rule in Section 4.3.2 if
necessary).
3. Find the earliest-deadline packet e
′
t among the packets j whose
v(j) ≥ αv(ht) (use tie-breaking rule in Section 4.3.3 if necessary).






t 6= ht then set eF lag = true
Else
Set eF lag = false
If [t+ sz(e
′





In step 4, the original condition for unit-size packet [dl(e
′
t) = t+ 1] is changed to
[t + sz(e
′
t)/R ≤ dl(e′t) < t + 2sz(e′t)/R], where sz(e′t)/R is the time to send packet
e
′
t. Because the original algorithm assumes all packets having unit size, the condition
[dl(e
′
t) = t+ 1] means that there is precisely enough time to send packet e
′
t. However




t) and t have real values (not integral values anymore), if we
simply replace [dl(e
′
t) = t+1] by [dl(es) = t+ sz(e
′
t)/R+1], the latter condition may
never be satisfied. The meaning of the modified condition [t + sz(e
′
t)/R ≤ dl(e′t) <
t + 2sz(e
′
t)/R] is still the same as that of the original condition, i.e., if e
′
t is not sent
now, there will be no other chance to send it later.
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4.3.5 Scheduler EoH – Earliest or Highest, and RTT
If networks are lossy, some packets may be lost. When a packet’s loss is discovered,
e.g., no acknowledgement received after the window period W , the lost packet will be
put back to the scheduler’s pending queue. So, one of our questions is that “Would
schedulers perform better if they took this window period W into their considera-
tion?”
The main idea of our scheduler EoH is to ensure that each high-priority packet will
have a few opportunities to be resent (say K times). Thus, they have to be sent well
before their deadline. Besides, we also want to make sure that the earliest-deadline
packet et of the current pending set Qt, regardless of its priority, will always has a
chance to be considered for sending. The details of EoH are presented below.
Set K the number of times that the scheduler wishes to send the highest-priority
packet ht.
At every sending opportunity, say at the time t, do the following.
1. Update the set of pending packets Qt (remove packets with deadline later
than t and add new coming packets).
2. Find the highest-priority packet ht (use tie-breaking rule in Section 4.3.2 if
necessary).















Step 4 can be interpreted as follows: At the time t, the scheduler will send either
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the earliest-deadline packet et or the highest-priority ht of the set of current pending
packets Qt. If it knows that by sending et, there will not be enough time to send ht
at most K times, ht will be sent. Otherwise, the earliest-deadline packet et is sent.
So in the long term, high-priority packets are more favorable while in the short term,
the earliest-deadline packet is given higher precedence by EoH.
If the packet loss probability is p, and we want the packet to be successfully
received with a probability not less than a threshold p0, then we could send the
packet K time, where 1 − pK ≥ p0 =⇒ K ≥ ln(1−p0)ln(p) . Therefore, the value of K can
be determined as in Equation 4.1.
K =





We can either predefine K, p0 or adaptively change their values based on the
network conditions and the required quality of services. For example, if the required
threshold probability is p0 = 99%, K should be equal 2 if the network probability of
loss p = 10% or 3 if p = 20%. In practice, the loss rate is normally less than 10% so
K = 2 is often sufficient for most scenarios. This is the value of K used in this study.
4.3.6 Scheduler GenFlagNet – GenFlag2 and RTT
While FirstFit and Urgent always send highest-priority packet ht and earliest-
deadline et first, correspondingly, GenFlag2 and EoH considers packet’s priority and
deadline at the same time. At each sending time t, both schedulers choose between the
highest-priority packet and the earliest-deadline packet within their set of candidate
packets.
For GenFlag2, the packets considered by GenFlag2 must have a priority larger
than a certain threshold. This set Q
′
t is a subset of Qt, the set of all pending packets








t may not be the packet
with earliest deadline among all pending packets. Meanwhile, EoH always considers
ht together with the earliest-deadline packet et of the set Qt, regardless of its priority.
Since they choose their “earliest-deadline” packets from different sets, this fact
– instead of the inclusion of window period W in EoH – may be the reason for the
possible performance difference between EoH and GenFlag2. To study the effects
of this difference, we modify step 4 of GenFlag2 by replacing the old condition:
[t + sz(e
′














. We call this modified algorithm
GenFlagNet.
4.4 Experiments
Our experiments are aimed to answer the following questions, in the context of stream-
ing content-based prioritized videos. First, will sending highest-priority packet first
be better than sending earliest-deadline packet first? The answer for this question
could be found by comparing the performance of FirstFit and Urgent. Second,
would it be better to consider both priority and deadline at the same time, instead
of “priority first, then deadline”, or vice versa? We try to answer this by comparing
between FirstFit, Urgent and GenFlag2. Third, if network information such as
RTT is considered in making scheduling decisions, will it improve the received qual-
ity? Performance comparison between GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet, EoH leads us to an
interesting observation, which will be described later in this section.
4.4.1 Test data and experiment settings
Two video segments extracted from surveillance videos in PETS benchmark datasets,
people test dataset1.mpg (640x240 pixels) [212] and Walk1.mpg (384x288 pix-
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els) [213], are used in our experiments. The first video, named pets2002-set1.mpg,
consists of 142 frames and the second video, named Walk1-man.mpg, consists of 200
frames. Both are encoded in MPEG-1 IPPP format (one I-frame followed by 11
P-frames in one GOP) with frame rate of 25 fps.
They are prioritized and packetized using our content-based prioritizing scheme
[Blob + SEQ] presented in Chapter 3. This scheme prioritizes video macroblocks,
slices and packets based on the semantic content they carry, the dependency rela-
tionships between macroblocks, and the syntax data in each packet. The packetizing
process, followed the recommendations in RFC2250 [122], assures that each packet
contains only data from a single frame and that its size is within the boundary of
the MTU limit. After packetization, the average data rate (including RTP and IP
headers) of pets2002-set1.mpg is about 124000 bytes/s, and that of Walk1-man.mpg
is about 172000 bytes/s. Figure 4.1 shows the actual data rate of the two videos.
Packet loss is due to two reasons: network loss during transmission and queue loss
at the scheduler’s queue. To simulate network loss, a Markov 2-state model is used.
If the network state is G (Good) then the packet is considered to be successfully
received; if it is B (Bad) then the packet is either late or corrupted. The success
arrival of a packet is generated by the Markov model with the transition matrix
[1 − pGB, pGB; pBG, 1 − pBG], where pGB = 0.05, pBG = pGB(1 − p)/p where p is the
average network loss rate. In our experiments, p is varied from 0% to 10%. Queue loss
is influenced by various complicated factors (e.g., how videos are prioritized, which
scheduler is used, how bad the network loss is, how long the RTT is, the number of
packets in current queue, their properties), therefore is not modelled.
The window period W is set to be equal RTT, which has two values of 100ms
and 200ms in our experiments. These values reflect the average RTT measured on
the Internet [241]. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) value is 1500 bytes.
RTP packets are assumed to be sent over IPv4 networks, with IP header of 20 bytes.
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Data rate (including RTP and IP headers) of pets2002−set1
(a) pets2002-set1

















Data rate (including RTP and IP headers) of Walk1−man
(b) Walk1-man
Figure 4.1: Data rate (including RTP header and IP header) of the two videos –
(a) pets2002-set1, (b) Walk1-man – after being prioritized and packetized by our
content-based prioritizing scheme.
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Videos are streamed at different transmission rates, varied from 80% to 140% of their
average data rate.
4.4.2 Experimental results
The performance of each scheduler is measured by the video quality received. For
each frame of the output video, we calculate the PSNR for the whole frame and
the F-PSNR for its interest regions (see Chapter 3). Our experiment is repeated 15
times for each network configuration (average loss rate, bandwidth, RTT). The report
values are the average PSNR and F-PSNR of 15 runs.
4.4.2.1 FirstFit vs. Urgent
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the average F-PSNR of the two videos when they are
streamed by different schedulers under different network conditions, at their average
data rates. PSNR results are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Average and
standard deviations of PSNR and F-PSNR measurements for all schedulers while
streaming two videos are summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
At a glance, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show that FirstFit and Urgent behave
differently for the two videos. For example, Urgent performance looks better than
FirstFit performance for pets2002-set1.mpg, and inversely for Walk1-man.mpg.
However, at 0% network loss, Urgent always significantly outperforms FirstFit
for both videos, under different RTT values. For pets2002-set1.mpg, Urgent can
achieve an average F-PSNR of around 60dB, while FirstFit can only produce an
average F-PSNR of around 34dB. For Walk1-man.mpg, the average F-PSNR values are
around 41dB with Urgent and 35dB with FirstFit. That is, the F-PSNR difference
is about 6–26dB in this case.
Because there is no network loss, the only reason to prevent a packet from reaching
the receiver is queue loss – being dropped from scheduler’s queue because its deadline
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 F−PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 100ms, pets2002−set1)











(a) RTT = 100ms











 F−PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 200ms, pets2002−set1)











(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.2: Average F-PSNR vs. Average network loss rate. Video pets2002-set1 is
streamed with a bandwidth equal to its average data rate, under different average
network loss rates and different RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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 F−PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 100ms, Walk1−man)











(a) RTT = 100ms











 F−PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 200ms, Walk1−man)











(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.3: Average F-PSNR vs. Average network loss rate. Video Walk1-man is
streamed with a bandwidth equal to its average data rate, under different average
network loss rates and different RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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is over. By scheduling packets based on their deadline, starting from the earliest,
Urgent may send most packets across. However, FirstFit schedules all high-priority
packets within the queue first, so some lesser-priority earlier-deadline packets may
have their deadline expired (thus be dropped) well before all the high-priority packets
are sent.
At 10% network loss rate, FirstFit is always better than Urgent for both videos,
under different RTT values. The F-PSNR difference is about 4dB for pets2002-set1.mpg
and 6-8dB for Walk1-man.mpg. This is because under a higher network loss rate and
an average transmission rate, sending earliest-deadline packets first is no longer effec-
tive. Since these packets may have little priority – or quality contribution in our case,
high-priority packets may be dropped out of the queue when Urgent keeps sending
and re-sending earlier-deadline packets. Inversely, FirstFit policy almost assures
the successful receipt of, at least, a certain number of essential packets. Therefore,
as the loss rate increases, Urgent performance rapidly decreases while FirstFit per-
formance is rather stable. That explains why after a network loss rate threshold,
FirstFit starts to outperform Urgent.
Similar phenomenons could be observed from Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, where
PSNR results are shown. At zero network loss, FirstFit performance is better
than Urgent performance by about 19dB for pets2002-set1.mpg, and about 5dB
for Walk1-man.mpg. At 10% network loss rate, the difference is much less significant.
The performance of FirstFit is better than that of Urgent by about 2-4dB for
pets2002-set1.mpg, and less than 1dB for Walk1-man.mpg.
It is obvious that neither the highest-priority-first policy (FirstFit) nor the
earliest-deadline-first policy (Urgent) is good for all situations. Protecting high-
priority packets is better when network loss rate is high, but mediocre in other cases.
Sending earliest-deadline first works best at no network loss (or when transmission
rate is high enough to cover the network loss), but the performance is rapidly de-
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 PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 100ms, pets2002−set1)










(a) RTT = 100ms











 PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 200ms, pets2002−set1)










(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.4: Average PSNR vs. Average network loss rate. Video pets2002-set1 is
streamed with a bandwidth equal to its average data rate, under different average
network rates and different RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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 PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 100ms, Walk1−man)










(a) RTT = 100ms











 PSNR vs. Average loss rate (RTT = 200ms, Walk1−man)










(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.5: Average PSNR vs. Average network loss rate. Video Walk1-man is
streamed with a bandwidth equal to its average data rate, under different network
loss rates and different RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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creased when loss increases. In the next section, we will consider both priority and
deadline at the same time, in the hope that it may offer a better solution.
Network Scheduler PSNRa ± σ F-PSNRa ± σ
loss rate RTT=100ms RTT=200ms RTT=100ms RTT=200ms
Urgent 62.23± 0.00 62.23± 0.00 60.24± 0.00 60.24± 0.00
0% FirstFit 44.17± 0.00 43.11± 0.00 34.46± 0.00 34.01± 0.00
GenFlag2 58.65± 0.00 47.44± 0.00 49.54± 0.00 49.20± 0.00
GenFlagNet 58.65± 0.00 47.44± 0.00 49.54± 0.00 49.20± 0.00
EoH 62.23± 0.00 62.23± 0.00 60.24± 0.00 60.24± 0.00
Urgent 44.48± 3.66 40.36± 7.08 36.37± 8.52 33.67± 9.22
2% FirstFit 42.25± 0.84 41.11± 1.15 31.87± 1.63 30.00± 2.11
GenFlag2 44.79± 3.14 39.20± 3.90 41.11± 8.33 29.82± 4.96
GenFlagNet 43.83± 3.31 40.63± 1.79 37.72± 9.84 28.92± 2.76
EoH 44.68± 4.85 42.44± 3.02 36.23± 9.47 32.72± 6.73
Urgent 44.27± 6.16 43.00± 5.22 34.82± 10.44 32.47± 9.18
5% FirstFit 41.66± 0.66 40.98± 1.07 30.64± 1.42 29.59± 2.33
GenFlag2 43.37± 3.24 41.13± 3.11 36.74± 9.54 31.12± 6.00
GenFlagNet 44.48± 3.32 44.34± 2.48 38.58± 8.81 30.30± 3.93
EoH 45.96± 3.83 42.05± 3.93 38.31± 9.55 30.66± 5.03
Urgent 35.11± 3.84 36.76± 1.48 24.87± 2.57 24.46± 1.83
10% FirstFit 39.37± 0.76 38.35± 2.51 28.40± 1.40 28.05± 2.23
GenFlag2 36.48± 2.47 37.00± 1.48 24.87± 2.61 25.06± 2.21
GenFlagNet 38.09± 2.80 35.63± 3.95 28.11± 4.75 24.90± 4.14
EoH 37.25± 2.13 35.91± 2.91 25.16± 2.66 24.79± 2.18
Table 4.1: Average and standard deviations of F-PSNR and PSNR measurements
from 15 running times. Video pets2002-set1 is streamed with a bandwidth equal to
its average data rate, under different network loss rates and different RTT.
4.4.2.2 GenFlag2 vs. FirstFit and Urgent
From Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, we can see that at zero network loss, GenFlag2 F-
PSNR performance is always higher than that of FirstFit. However, its results are
always less than or equal to that of Urgent, which is the best performer in this case.
Particularly, it outperforms FirstFit by around 15dB for pets2002-set1.mpg, and
6dB for Walk1-man.mpg. Correspondingly, its F-PSNR result is about 10dB lower
than Urgent’s results for the first video, but they are almost the same for the second
video.
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Network Scheduler PSNRa ± σ F-PSNRa ± σ
loss rate RTT=100ms RTT=200ms RTT=100ms RTT=200ms
Urgent 45.82± 0.00 45.82± 0.00 41.28± 0.00 41.28± 0.00
0% FirstFit 44.43± 0.00 40.89± 0.00 35.15± 0.00 35.15± 0.00
GenFlag2 41.33± 0.00 41.33± 0.00 41.28± 0.00 41.28± 0.00
GenFlagNet 41.33± 0.00 41.33± 0.00 41.28± 0.00 41.28± 0.00
EoH 45.82± 0.00 45.82± 0.00 41.28± 0.00 41.28± 0.00
Urgent 40.93± 1.01 39.65± 1.16 30.22± 4.04 26.47± 2.03
2% FirstFit 39.97± 0.52 38.61± 3.16 34.13± 2.46 32.60± 2.38
GenFlag2 39.87± 0.63 39.00± 2.93 35.16± 5.13 33.80± 4.10
GenFlagNet 40.27± 0.51 38.92± 2.09 34.29± 3.67 33.00± 3.14
EoH 41.22± 0.88 39.82± 0.80 30.16± 3.19 25.96± 1.53
Urgent 40.94± 1.05 39.23± 2.57 28.89± 3.59 26.51± 2.54
5% FirstFit 39.72± 0.34 38.80± 2.32 32.89± 2.97 31.81± 2.36
GenFlag2 40.23± 0.46 39.94± 0.46 36.30± 4.68 34.18± 3.93
GenFlagNet 40.17± 0.35 39.77± 0.66 35.87± 3.96 35.23± 5.10
EoH 40.83± 0.95 39.01± 3.76 29.64± 3.00 26.78± 2.39
Urgent 38.10± 1.78 36.27± 3.03 25.50± 4.79 22.73± 1.87
10% FirstFit 38.75± 0.56 36.96± 2.82 31.58± 2.24 30.96± 2.84
GenFlag2 38.70± 0.80 37.38± 3.29 31.61± 3.68 32.98± 5.08
GenFlagNet 38.82± 0.57 37.13± 4.11 33.61± 4.62 31.06± 3.50
EoH 37.84± 1.52 34.23± 5.61 24.64± 2.16 24.27± 1.93
Table 4.2: Average and standard deviations of F-PSNR and PSNR measurements
from 15 running times. Video Walk1-man is streamed with a bandwidth equal to its
average data rate, under different network loss rates and different RTT.
At other network loss rates, GenFlag2 offers a better F-PSNR result than the
best performer between FirstFit and Urgent does, except for pets2002-set1.mpg
at RTT of 200ms (see Table 4.1). However, its F-PSNR improvement is not much sig-
nificant (considering its standard deviations): it is only around 2dB for most scenarios
and goes up to 4dB in some cases.
The PSNR performance of GenFlag2, shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, also has
the same trend as its F-PSNR performance. One exception is that for Walk1-man.mpg,
GenFlag2 produces very similar results compared to FirstFit, which is slightly lower
than the best performer Urgent.
Overall, GenFlag2 may not be the best performer in all scenarios, but it provides a
good performance for all videos in study. For example, Urgent has the best results at
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zero network loss rate and FirstFit works best at higher loss rate, e.g., 10% network
loss rate. However, at other loss rates, Urgent is not good for Walk1-man.mpg and
FirstFit is not good for pets2002-set1.mpg. Meanwhile, results from GenFlag2
are reasonable good, i.e., approximately or better than the best results from Urgent
and FirstFit in all situations.
4.4.2.3 GenFlag2 vs. GenFlagNet vs. EoH
While EoH and GenFlag2, GenFlagNet consider both deadline and priority at the
same time, the ways they do are different.
The first difference is in the way packets are selected at each sending time t. For
GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet, only packets whose priority is above a limit are selected.
Then, they alternatively send the highest-priority packet h
′
t and the earliest-deadline
packet e
′
t of this set Q
′
t. Meanwhile, EoH chooses between the highest-priority packet
ht and the earliest-deadline et among all the current packets in queue Qt. While
h
′
t and ht are the same, et always has more urgent deadline than, or at least the
same deadline as, the earliest-deadline packet e
′
t in GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet. Since
urgent deadline packets are given more chances by EoH, we expect it may have better
result in some situations.
The second difference among them is in deciding which packet is to be sent. In
GenFlag2, the packet e
′
t can seize the highest-priority packet’s turn, if its deadline
is urgent and its priority is higher than a specific threshold. This happens without
considering deadline of the highest-priority packet, and therefore, the highest-priority
packet may lose its chance to be sent if its deadline is just right after that of the
earliest-deadline packet e
′
t. In GenFlagNet and EoH, we replace this seizing condition,
so that et will only be sent if the highest-priority packet can be sent before its deadline
by a time of K ×W . This is where the RTT consideration comes in (W = RTT ).
To study the effects of considering RTT in making schedule decisions, we com-
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pare the performance of GenFlag2 with that of GenFlagNet, which is modified from
GenFlag2 with RTT consideration. All Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Fig-
ure 4.5 show that both schedulers have very similar performance. The difference
between them, in F-PSNR and PSNR, is only around 1dB in most of time. That is,
including RTT here does not significantly change the performance.
To study how packet selection affects the final quality, we compare GenFlagNet
with EoH (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2). At zero network loss, EoH – like Urgent –
is always better than GenFlagNet. At other loss rates, GenFlagNet often achieves
higher results than EoH in terms of F-PSNR (especially for Walk1-man.mpg), while
EoH is slightly better than GenFlagNet in terms of PSNR. These results are expected,
since GenFlagNet focuses on sending more high-priority packets, thus may improve
F-PSNR value (quality of interest regions). Meanwhile, EoH tries to send both highest-
priority and earliest-deadline packets, thus may have better PSNR by reducing loss
and error propagation for whole frames. However, since the quality of interest re-
gions – indicated by F-PSNR value – is more important to users for these videos,
GenFlagNet offers better results to users by protecting high-priority packets.
Talking about users’ perception, note that at zero network loss rate, although
Urgent and EoH always provide the best results, what we obtain from GenFlag2 and
GenFlagNet are only 4dB lower or even the same. For example, for pets2002-set1.mpg,
Urgent and EoH achieve 62.23dB in PSNR and 60.24dB in F-PSNR; while GenFlag2
and GenFlagNet get 58.65dB in PSNR and 49.54dB in F-PSNR. For Walk1-man.mpg,
the first two schedulers achieve 45.82dB in PSNR and 41.28dB in F-PSNR; while
GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet get around 41.33dB in both PSNR and F-PSNR. Obvi-
ously at this level, the video quality received from the four schedulers is already very
high, thus a normal viewer will not able to tell the difference in perception quality.
By carefully examining the results in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 with the above
observation, we may conclude that for normal network loss rate (less than 10%),
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GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet are the most suitable choice. At higher network loss rate,
e.g., 10%, using FirstFit is a better option.
4.4.2.4 Further discussion
Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show what
happens when videos are streamed at various bandwidth, under an average network
loss rate of 10%. If the bandwidth is lower than average data rate, the effects of
network loss rate are expected to be worse. Inversely, sending with a bandwidth
higher than average data rate may reduce the influence of network loss.
As expected, when the transmission rate is not enough (only 80% of the average
data rate), FirstFit is the best performer. However when more bandwidth is avail-
able (e.g, the transmission rate ratio is 1.2 or 1.4), the video quality received from
other schedulers is substantially improved. Though EoH and GenFlag2 seem to be
better than others in various cases, we may say that the performances of Urgent,
EoH, GenFlag2 and GenFlagNet are not significantly different from each other’s, both
quantitatively and qualitatively.
In summary, sending highest-priority first (FirstFit) normally provides the best
results in bad network conditions (e.g., high network loss rate, low bandwidth). In
normal conditions, where network loss rate is less than 10% and allocated bandwidth
is around average data rate, it is better to consider priority and deadline at the same
time in the way GenFlag2 does. Including RTT in this scenario does not help much
in improving the received quality (GenFlagNet).
However, when bandwidth is high enough to cover network loss, including RTT
and considering both the highest-priority packet and the earliest-deadline packet (EoH)
will generally provide the best results in terms of dB. Nevertheless, the improvement
upon an already-good video quality (e.g., 35–43dB) may not be obviously perceivable
by normal viewers, thus reduce the needs to take RTT in consideration.
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Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate











(a) RTT = 100ms












Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate











(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.6: Average F-PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio. Video pets2002-set1 is
streamed with various transmission rates, under 10% network loss rate and different
RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate











(a) RTT = 100ms











Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate











(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.7: Average F-PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio. Video Walk1-man is
streamed with various transmission rates, under 10% network loss rate and different
RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate










(a) RTT = 100ms











Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate










(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.8: Average PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio. Video pets2002-set1 is
streamed with various transmission rates, under 10% network loss rate and differ-
ent RTT values: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate










(a) RTT = 100ms











Transmission rate ratio = Transmission rate/Average data rate










(b) RTT = 200ms
Figure 4.9: Average PSNR vs. Transmission rate ratio. Video Walk1-man is streamed
with various transmission rates, under 10% network loss rate and different RTT val-
ues: (a) RTT = 100ms, (b) RTT = 200ms.
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Transmission Scheduler PSNRa ± σ F-PSNRa ± σ
rate ratio RTT=100ms RTT=200ms RTT=100ms RTT=200ms
Urgent 30.51± 0.59 29.49± 2.52 19.56± 0.84 19.36± 0.91
0.8 FirstFit 34.44± 0.81 31.50± 4.41 23.10± 0.98 22.86± 0.92
GenFlag2 31.64± 0.66 28.66± 4.20 20.45± 0.87 19.89± 0.99
GenFlagNet 31.48± 0.62 29.06± 3.70 20.38± 1.16 20.05± 1.02
EoH 29.65± 1.96 29.10± 2.11 19.10± 0.92 19.06± 0.66
Urgent 35.11± 3.84 36.76± 1.48 24.87± 2.57 24.46± 1.83
1.0 FirstFit 39.37± 0.76 38.35± 2.51 28.40± 1.40 28.05± 2.23
GenFlag2 36.48± 2.47 37.00± 1.48 24.87± 2.61 25.06± 2.21
GenFlagNet 38.09± 2.80 35.63± 3.95 28.11± 4.75 24.90± 4.14
EoH 37.25± 2.13 35.91± 2.91 25.16± 2.66 24.79± 2.18
Urgent 58.30± 6.42 51.75± 7.37 54.65± 11.57 48.22± 15.05
1.2 FirstFit 46.86± 3.29 41.65± 5.92 37.29± 9.51 30.64± 3.79
GenFlag2 59.41± 3.56 45.83± 9.05 57.40± 6.32 43.68± 14.22
GenFlagNet 61.99± 0.92 49.51± 5.87 59.53± 2.76 49.42± 13.41
EoH 61.11± 3.22 47.58± 12.55 60.24± 0.00 48.95± 14.54
Urgent 62.00± 0.87 53.15± 5.77 60.24± 0.00 52.54± 12.88
1.4 FirstFit 56.97± 6.87 43.51± 4.19 50.13± 12.58 30.99± 3.36
GenFlag2 62.23± 0.00 54.73± 9.25 60.24± 0.00 54.10± 11.48
GenFlagNet 61.83± 1.54 50.58± 9.88 60.24± 0.00 54.31± 9.61
EoH 61.91± 1.24 56.62± 5.63 60.24± 0.00 55.35± 10.46
Table 4.3: Average and standard deviations of F-PSNR and PSNR measurements
from 15 running times. Video pets2002-set1 is streamed with different transmission
rate ratio, 10% network loss rate and different RTT.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we studied the effects of packet scheduling on the streaming quality
of content-based prioritized videos. Debating that using either packet’s priority or
deadline is not enough, we considered both priority and deadline in making scheduling
decisions. However, how deadline and priority are used greatly affects the scheduler’s
sensitivity to RTT and loss rate, thus the received quality. Particularly, while the
video quality obtained from most scheduling algorithms changes significantly with
respect to RTT and loss rate, the output received by sending highest-priority first
(FirstFit) is relatively stable. Therefore, this scheduling policy works best under
bad network conditions, e.g., high loss rate, low bandwidth. On the other hand,
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Transmission Scheduler PSNRa ± σ F-PSNRa ± σ
rate ratio RTT=100ms RTT=200ms RTT=100ms RTT=200ms
Urgent 31.72± 3.07 30.39± 5.09 21.42± 1.55 20.63± 1.16
0.8 FirstFit 34.04± 0.68 32.49± 4.55 27.62± 1.30 26.93± 1.65
GenFlag2 33.30± 0.54 31.28± 5.27 25.50± 1.86 23.11± 1.41
GenFlagNet 32.54± 3.15 29.99± 4.73 25.34± 2.14 22.46± 1.19
EoH 32.33± 0.43 32.63± 1.45 22.18± 1.18 21.28± 0.88
Urgent 38.10± 1.78 36.27± 3.03 25.50± 4.79 22.73± 1.87
1.0 FirstFit 38.75± 0.56 36.96± 2.82 31.58± 2.24 30.96± 2.84
GenFlag2 38.70± 0.80 37.38± 3.29 31.61± 3.68 32.98± 5.08
GenFlagNet 38.82± 0.57 37.13± 4.11 33.61± 4.62 31.06± 3.50
EoH 37.84± 1.52 34.23± 5.61 24.64± 2.16 24.27± 1.93
Urgent 53.10± 5.16 44.73± 3.35 47.51± 11.87 32.79± 10.20
1.2 FirstFit 42.58± 1.97 40.76± 3.88 33.55± 5.13 32.33± 4.73
GenFlag2 43.62± 1.65 42.87± 1.69 35.11± 6.12 31.61± 3.14
GenFlagNet 43.96± 2.19 41.64± 4.95 34.79± 4.71 33.33± 3.84
EoH 53.27± 6.23 44.46± 5.36 47.28± 12.83 34.01± 9.35
Urgent 58.83± 0.00 53.02± 4.69 57.03± 0.00 48.56± 12.50
1.4 FirstFit 57.52± 2.72 46.50± 2.79 57.03± 0.00 42.53± 12.71
GenFlag2 58.53± 1.17 54.00± 3.53 57.03± 0.00 51.99± 10.30
GenFlagNet 57.42± 3.92 52.62± 3.59 55.38± 6.39 47.19± 12.01
EoH 58.83± 0.00 53.58± 4.88 57.03± 0.00 48.93± 11.49
Table 4.4: Average and standard deviations of F-PSNR and PSNR measurements
from 15 running times. Video Walk1-man is streamed with different transmission
rate ratio, 10% network loss rate and different RTT.
sending the earliest-deadline packet first is better in good conditions. We found that
considering the highest-priority and earliest-deadline packet within a set of high-
priority packets (GenFlag2’s approach), is normally good for most situations. In
short, our study suggests the following schedule policy.
• Bad network condition (loss rate higher than 10%, low bandwidth): Send the
highest-priority packet first (FirstFit).
• Good network condition (zero loss rate or bandwidth is 20% higher than the
average data rate): Send the earliest-deadline packet first (Urgent).
• Normal condition: Within a set of high-priority packets, choose between the
highest-priority packet and earliest-deadline packet (GenFlag2).
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We also studied the effects of network characteristics like RTT on the scheduling
performance. Intuitively, it may have substantial influence on the sending time, so
considering RTT in making schedule decisions is reasonable. However, under our
content-based video streaming scenarios, we find that the scheduling performance is
not significantly changed with or without RTT consideration. For more demanding





What we call the beginning is often the end.
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from.
—Thomas Stearns Eliot
Unlike normal data packets, multimedia data packets usually have different prior-
ity. From coding perspective, some data packets may be more essential than others.
From user perspective, a certain type of data or a specific information may be more
important than the rest. Therefore, delivering a successful multimedia streaming ex-
perience to users over a limited bandwidth and lossy network is usually challenging,
due to the random nature of packet loss and its potentially devastating effects on
streaming quality.
In this thesis, we investigated the problems of prioritizing and delivering packets
in multimedia streaming. Under a lossy network, the sender has to decide which
packets are to be further protected from losses, which packets are to be sent, how to
send them, and when to send them. The priority of a packet could be either based
on its position in the coding interdependencies (syntax-based) or based on its se-
mantic content (content-based). We studied these problems under different network
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scenarios, with different types of information available to the sender and found that
significant quality improvements could be obtained if a good packet allocation, pro-
tection and/or scheduling scheme is employed. Besides, content-based prioritization
could greatly improve the perceived quality compared to syntax-based prioritization.
5.1 Our approaches and contributions
Knowing that packet loss is the main cause of quality degradation in multimedia
streaming, we started with a review on common approaches that minimize the effects
of packet loss. We then studied how to stream packets over multiple paths, and
found that by implicitly prioritizing packets based on their coding interdependencies,
better quality could be achieved. This leads us to another question: “What should
be used to prioritize packets?” Using video surveillance as an example, we found that
if packets are prioritized based on their semantic content rather than syntax data, we
could provide much better quality to users. The new question now is on how to deliver
these prioritized packets. We found that there is no single best scheduling policy for
all situations, and a good algorithm should consider both priority and deadline of the
packets. We argue that our work supports the following general themes:
• “Applications know best” [70, 217], but users know better. Compared to low
layers, applications may know which data (packet) requires more protection.
However, it may not know what information or content is more important to
users, as human do. Therefore, understanding user requirements is essential to
design and deliver a good streaming service.
• It is always good to prioritize, either based on coding perspective or based on
user perspective. But significant improvement could be achieved if prioritization
is based on users’ interest.
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• Delivery prioritized packets is not trivial as it is commonly assumed. Consider-
ing priority only may not be the best policy. In many cases, considering both
deadline and priority can bring about better results. Furthermore, RTT’s effects
are not that significant as we expected.
5.1.1 Review and user requirements
In Chapter 1, we presented a comprehensive review on common approaches that
minimize the effects of packet loss, with a focus on transmission-based methods.
We discussed these methods in the consideration of common user requirements and
network characteristics, which are sometimes mistakenly exaggerated or understated
in literature. For example, user requirements are not very stringent as they are
traditionally believed, e.g., conversational video can stand a one-way delay up to
400ms, while streaming audio and video can tolerate a one-way delay up to 10s [2,
3, 134, 137]. Similarly, although network behaviors are unpredictable, research shows
that their constancy could be safely assumed in scale of minutes [332]. Meanwhile,
a common RTT value on the current Internet is normally around 134–160ms, or at
most 200ms [74, 241]. For such RTT values, link-layer retransmission could be used
if the required delay is around 1s, and application-layer retransmission could be used
if the required delay is 2–3s [92]. Such observations motivated us to investigate and
compare FEC-based and retransmission-based delivery approaches in better light, as
well as lay the foundation for subsequent chapters. For example, given the above
values of RTT and required delay, it is obviously possible to use retransmissions for
packet recovery in streaming applications. The large delay may also allow us to
optimize packet allocating and scheduling plans before transmission.
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5.1.2 The benefits of prioritization
Chapter 2 studied the problem of streaming multimedia packets over multiple paths.
A common way is to use Multiple Description Coding (MDC) to create independent
packets with similar quality contribution, thus any packet could be sent over any
path. We showed that by using Layer Coding (LC, in which packets are implicitly
prioritized by grouping into different layers based on their interrelationships) instead
of MDC, a sender can cleverly decide which packets to send over which path, therefore
can provide much better quality under critical network conditions. We demonstrated
this observation by comparing the reconstructed quality between streaming MDC and
streaming LC data over a two-path network. The experimental results cleared the
belief that MDC is better than LC for multimedia streaming.
5.1.3 What and how to prioritize?
While Chapter 2 showed the benefits of prioritizing data, Chapter 3 addressed the
question of what to prioritize. We argued that instead of prioritizing syntax data, we
should consider what contents are important to users, and prioritize such contents to
improve the perceived quality. For example, in video surveillance, we could identify
the regions of interest where users are more likely to pay attention to. We showed that
prioritizing packets based on semantic regions of interests within frame could achieve
dramatic quality improvement compared to prioritizing packets based on syntax (e.g.,
frame type).
To objectively measure the quality of regions of interests, a new performance
metric called Focused-PSNR (F-PSNR) was proposed. F-PSNR is similar to PSNR,
except that it restricts the calculation of the metric only to regions of interest. Our
experiments showed that the videos obtained by our method could have 6–11dB higher
F-PSNR than what obtained by standard method used in literature. For subjective
measurements, videos were shown to different users and graded by Mean Opinion
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Square (MOS). While the videos produced by the standard method have relatively
low MOS (0.9–2.2), our methods provided much better video quality (MOS of 7.8–
9.2).
The above results are obtained when packets are protected by possible retrans-
mission(s). We then extended our content-based prioritizing scheme to consider FEC
protection when no retransmission is allowed. In this case, how should we allocate
FEC packets? We showed that content-based FEC performance could be 10–17%
higher than frame-based FEC under normal conditions, and even higher (36%) under
severer bandwidth constraint.
5.1.4 How to send prioritized packets?
Chapter 4 shifted the focus from packet prioritization and FEC protection to packet
scheduling. We showed that while scheduling packets primarily based on their pri-
ority seems to be a natural way for prioritized packets, it only works best under
difficult network conditions, e.g., high loss rate and limited bandwidth, but mediocre
in other scenarios. If the network is good (very low loss rate, high bandwidth), send-
ing packets based on their deadline first offers significant better quality. We found
that considering both highest-priority packet and earliest-deadline packet within a
set of high-priority packets often provides good performance in most situations.
We also studied the effects of RTT on scheduling performance. Under our content-
based video streaming scenarios, we found that scheduling performance is not signif-
icantly changed with or without RTT consideration. It is surprising, since intuitively
RTT may have substantial influence on the output quality, and considering RTT in
making schedule decision is expected to be beneficial.
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5.2 Future research
For future works, several extensions are worth to be investigated.
In Chapter 2, we assumed a simple one sender, one receiver model, so that the
optimal packet allocation for multiple paths could be calculated off-line at the sender.
However, in multicast scenario where a receiver wants to receive the same data from
multiple senders, how should we coordinate the senders to find an optimal packet
allocation? Having a central coordinator, which receives information from all senders,
computes and sends optimal solution back to the senders, may not be feasible, scalable
and adaptive enough. Perhaps, the receiver itself in this case is a better candidate to
decide its senders policy.
It is also interesting to study the effects of RTT on scheduling performance in other
scenarios, such as real-time, interactive games or conversational video applications,
where delay requirement is more stringent than streaming. Furthermore, the work
in Chapter 4 could be extended to scheduling of multiple multimedia streams with
different priorities and deadlines, and packets within each stream also have different
priorities and deadlines. Should we optimize the total quality of all streams, or
optimize the quality of the most important stream? In the first case, how to define
and measure the total quality?
There are no easy answer for these questions, since perception is always personal,
and different users often have different perception, requirements and priorities [38,
243,322]. Within an image or audio segment, different users would focus on different
regions and aspects, thus the quality of such region-of-interests would determine their
perception about the overall quality. Therefore, users should be the center and the
quality judge of any multimedia system.
The same user may even vary his or her priorities with time. For example, a typical
news program in television normally has three sections: introduction by the host(s),
news clips, and weather forecast. In the first section, audio is normally more impor-
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tant than video since the images of host(s) and studio are not just unimportant but
also usually unchanged. In the second section, the relative importance between video
and audio depends on the content of each clips and user’s preference. For instance,
audio content of an economic news is often more important than its accompanied
video, while images of scores in sport news is more important than the commenting
audio. In the section of weather forecast, the video usually contains more information
and easier to understand, thus is more important, than the audio.
Therefore, it is beneficial to have users’ feedback on what is important to them,
and how they define what is good. Knowing which data are more important for the
user would certainly help the system to know where to put higher protection during
encoding process, where to allocate more resources during transmission process, and
where to emphasize its concealment effort. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we assume
that in video surveillance, moving objects like pedestrians, cars are the regions of
interests for users. However, sometimes a non-moving object, e.g., an unaccompanied
bag, a deserted car, could be more intrigued and important to users.
Nevertheless, designing and implementing a multimedia streaming system to fulfil
such requirements is very complex and requires knowledge from different disciplines,
e.g., psychology, computer vision, computer network. Recently, a few works have been
published on this area [58,79,168,180,308]. We believe that our work may contribute
towards developing such user-centric systems: ones that are constantly aware of and
adapt to users’ needs.
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